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AURORA PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
1085 Peoria Street 
Aurora, CO 80011 

 
A G E N D A 

BOARD OF EDUCATION  WORK SESSION 
February 17, 2015 

6:00 p.m. 
  

I – PRELIMINARY 
 
 
A. CALL TO ORDER - ROLL CALL 

 
B. PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE  
 
C. WELCOME TO VISITORS 

 
The regular meeting of the Aurora Public Schools Board of Education will 
convene in the Dr. Edward and Mrs. Patricia Lord Boardroom of Educational 
Services Center 4.  Individuals wishing to address the Board of Education on a 
specific agenda item are requested to sign up at the table on the south side of 
the boardroom prior to discussion of the item.  Individuals wishing to address the 
Board of Education on a non-agenda item are requested to sign up and will be 
provided an opportunity, limited to three minutes, at the beginning of the meeting 
and, limited to three minutes, at the end of the meeting during Opportunity for 
Audience. 
 
Please contact the Aurora Public Schools at 303-344-8060, ext. 28988 if, 
because of a disability, you require special assistance (such as sign language or 
oral interpreting services) in order to participate in a meeting of the Board of 
Education. Persons with such needs are requested to make contact at least one 
week prior to the Board of Education meeting, if possible, in order to allow staff to 
coordinate arrangements. 
 

D. APPROVAL OF AGENDA   
 

The February 17, 2015, agenda is presented for approval.   
 

E. APPROVAL OF MINUTES  
  

The minutes of the regular meeting of the Board of Education held on February 
3, 2015, are presented for approval.  
 

F. OPPORTUNITY FOR AUDIENCE 6:00 - 6:15  
  



February 3, 2015, BOE minutes  
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l.  PRELIMINARY 

 
Shepherd called the February 3, 2015, meeting to order at 6:00 p.m. 
 

Roll Call  
 
The following members were present:  
 

JulieMarie A. Shepherd, president 
Cathy Wildman, vice president  
Mary W. Lewis, secretary 
Dan Jorgensen, treasurer  
Amber Drevon, director 
Barbara J. Yamrick, director 
 

The following member was present via phone:    
 
Eric Nelson, director 
 

Also meeting with the Board of Education were: 
 

D. Rico Munn, superintendent of schools 
William Stuart, deputy superintendent  
Brandon Eyre, district legal counsel  
Georgia Durán, chief communication officer  
Lisa Escárcega, chief accountability and research officer 
Damon Smith, chief personnel officer 
David Trautenberg, chief financial officer 
Anthony Sturges, chief operating officer 
Adrienne Bradshaw, controller 
Tonia Norman, assistant to Board of Education 
 

Pledge of Allegiance 
 
Shepherd led the Board and audience in the pledge to the flag.  She then 
welcomed visitors to the meeting.   

 
Approval of Agenda 
 

The February 3, 2015, agenda was approved as written.     
 

Approval of Minutes 
 
The minutes of the regular meeting of the Board of Education held on January 
20, 2015, were approved as written.     
 

Recognizing Excellence 
 

Munn invited everyone to the 15th annual Aurora Art Educators Exhibit, 
Downtown Aurora Visual Arts (DAVA). This free exhibit showcases the talents of 
APS art educators. Some proceeds raised from the show will be donated to the 
A.J. Boik Memorial Scholarship at the Rocky Mountain College of Art and 
Design.  Boik was a Gateway High School graduate who planned to study art 
education, but his life was cut short in the Aurora theater shooting.  The exhibit is 
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open until March 6, Monday through Friday, from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
 
February is Black History Month, a celebration of significant events, people and 
accomplishments within the African-American culture.  Black History Month has 
been recognized annually since 1976.  We encourage APS students, staff and 
community members to partake in this national observance.   
 
February is also Career and Technical Education Month, which promotes 
education preparing students to enter the workforce.  Pickens Technical College 
is a great model of this.  It offers students an abundance of certificate programs 
to choose from.  Pickens students acquire state-of-the-art skills, knowledge and 
work habits that help them succeed in the workforce. 
 
This week is National School Counseling Week, a time to show gratitude for the 
devoted counselors and mental health professionals in APS.  School counselors 
and mental health professionals ensure student success by providing safe, social 
and emotional outlets for students.  These staff members are the backbone of 
our organization and we are thankful for their dedication to students. 
 
February 13 is National Love the Bus Day.  This is a time to recognize our 
transportation professionals for their contributions to student achievement and 
safety. The APS Board of Education and Leadership Team are honored to 
acknowledge our bus drivers, mechanics, paraprofessionals and transportation 
support staff who bear the tremendous responsibility of ensuring our students 
make it safely to and from school, field trips and athletic events each day.  We 
encourage everyone to take a moment to express gratitude to our transportation 
teammates when you see them. 
 

Opportunity for Audience 
 

Dr. Talia McCray, director for the Ethnic College Counseling Center, requested 
that district high school seniors be encouraged to attend a pre-fair workshop on 
Friday, March 6, 6:00 p.m., at the Holiday Inn Denver East Stapleton, and a 
college fair on Saturday, March 7, from 8:00 to 3:00 p.m., at East High School, 
1600 City Park Esplanade.  She shared that students would have an opportunity 
to learn about college coursework, requirements and financial strategies.  A 
number of college representatives and recruiters will be at the fair.       

 
II.  INFORMATIONAL REPORTS 

 
Leadership Team Report 
 
Legislative Update 
 
District Lobbyist Mary Kay Hogan provided an overview of the 2015 legislative 
session and status of pending education legislation. She discussed the 
importance of reducing the negative factor to increase funding for K-12 
education.  She will provide the Board with an update related to the School 
Finance Act in late March or early April.     
 
Lewis asked for additional clarification around the ASCENT Program Funding bill, 
SB15-138.  Hogan shared that the bill was recently introduced by Representative 
Donovan and would reallocate per pupil operating revenue designated for 
concurrent enrollment students from the school finance formula to a separate 
budget line item.  Lewis requested that Hogan continue to monitor the bill.         
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Escárcega served on the Colorado Standards and Assessment Task Force and 
noted that legislative recommendations outlined by the task force are a good first 
step.  She highlighted some recommendations currently being introduced into 
legislation, including removal of common core standards and PARCC 
assessments.  Hogan believes that final legislation introduced will reflect 
recommendations from the Colorado Standards and Assessment Task Force.     
 
Yamrick asked for additional information around the proposed Early Childhood 
Educator Development Scholarships legislation.  Hogan shared that the goal of 
the bill is to provide funding assistance for instructional staff wishing to pursue a 
higher level degree in early childhood education.  Yamrick asked if the bill 
provided funding support for training and education for early childhood education 
paraeducators holding certificates.   Hogan will provide information to the Board.   
 
2015-16 Budget Overview 
 
David Trautenberg, chief financial officer, and Adrienne Bradshaw, controller, 
highlighted a presentation that summarized factors that would impact the 2015-
16 budget forecast, including the governor’s proposed budget, state and property 
tax projections, district initiatives and programs, PERA, healthcare, COPs, and 
construction of the new P-8 school.  District leaders will develop budgets based 
on funding levels from the 2014-15 school year and identified strategic initiatives.  
The Board will be provided with revised projections following the March economic 
forecast.  The proposed budget will be presented to the Board as information at 
the first Board meeting in May.   
 
Yamrick asked about pay rates for substitute teachers.  Smith will review 
substitute pay rates once the 2015-16 budget is established.         
 
The 2015-16 Budget Overview presentation is appended to the February 3 
minutes.   
 
Instructional Materials Adoption, K-12 Music 
 
Kenny Webb, instructional coordinator for music, arts and physical education, 
and Elisa Gonzalez, elementary teacher leader for music, highlighted a 
presentation that outlined proposed curriculum for K-12 music. Quaver’s 
Marvelous Word of Music curriculum for K-8 students is the first online, 
interactive, customizable curriculum proposed for district adoption. The 
curriculum is expected to increase student engagement in K-8 general music.  
Sound Innovations curriculum for 6-12 grade students is specific to instrumental 
music and is also customizable.  Both proposed curriculums align with Common 
Core and Colorado Academic Standards, and assessments can be customized 
specific to the class or teachers can select from a bank of previously created 
assessments.  Proposed curriculums were piloted in spring of the 2013-14 school 
year. The Quaver curriculum will be purchased immediately upon Board 
approval.  The Sound Innovations curriculum will be purchased in July for the 
2015-16 school year.  An additional textbook will be purchased for the 2016-17 
school year.        
 
Yamrick asked how online curriculum would be reviewed and evaluated by 
parents and the community as part of the district’s adoption process.  Webb 
replied that Quaver provided the district with free public access to the curriculum 
for the last two weeks and information was posted in the “Aurora Sentinel.”  Staff 
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and the community can review the online curriculum at ESC 2 for the next two 
weeks.    
 
Drevon asked if online curriculum was changing the way music is taught in APS.  
Gonzalez replied yes. Youngquist had an opportunity to observe a class and was 
amazed at both teacher and student engagement.       
 
Lewis asked about the cost for the pilot program.  Gould replied that the pilot 
implementation was free of charge.  She added that customer service and 
support from Quaver has been phenomenal.     
  
The K-12 Music Curriculum Adoption presentation is appended to the February 3 
minutes.   
 
Instructional Materials Adoption – High School Social Studies and Sociology 
 
Amanda Gould, instructional coordinator for social studies, provided an overview 
of the proposed curriculum for high school social studies and sociology.  The 
course was proposed by a Rangeview teacher who is currently teaching three 
sections of sociology.  The textbook, “Sociology: A Down-to-Earth Approach,” is 
in its 12th edition and is the recommended book by Chicago Area Sociology 
Teachers.  The textbook will be available for public viewing for the next two 
weeks.   
 
Lewis asked if other sociology courses were offered in the district.  Gould shared 
that the sociology course is only offered at Rangeview.   
 
Yamrick asked about the basic foundation of the sociology course.   Gould 
highlighted two basic concepts in the textbook, including sociology imagination 
and social construction reality.  She will provide the Board with additional 
information regarding the content summary.         
 
Drevon requested that future proposed curriculum adoptions include a content 
summary for Board review prior to the initial presentation.      
 
The Sociology Textbook Adoption presentation is appended to the February 3 
minutes.   
 
Proposed instructional material adoption for both K-12 music and high school 
social studies and sociology will be included on the February 17 consent agenda 
for approval.   
 
Shepherd thanked staff for providing information to the Board.   
 
Naming of the New P-8 School 
 
Carrie Clark, principal of the new P-8 school, presented information that 
highlighted the process to name a new school or facility.  The APS Community 
Campus P-8 Advisory Committee developed names for the new P-8 school 
based on two policy guidelines, including (1) the community in which the school 
is located and (2) in recognition of the contribution to education by a resident or 
family associated with the local community, or an outstanding citizen who is 
deceased or retired from active participation in community or school affairs for at 
least five years.  The three names for consideration are as follows:   
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 Community Campus P-8 
 Edna Wilson Mosley P-8 
 Edna and John W. Mosley P-8 

 
Based on feedback obtained from parents and staff at community meetings, 
meets and greets, and 273 online surveys, the committee recommended that  the 
Board consider two names for the new P-8 school, Edna and John W. Mosley P-
8 or the Community Campus P-8.  If the Board elected to name the school, 
Community Campus P-8, the library and a designated space would be named in 
recognition of the Mosley’s and all their contribution to Aurora and the community 
at large.        
 
Maya Wheeler, long-time Aurora resident and president of Colorado Black 
Women for Political Action, shared that Edna was a member of the Colorado 
Black Women for Political Action, which was started by Senator Gloria Tanner in 
1977 to engage African-American women in the political process.  She 
emphasized that education is a focus area and requested that the new P-8 
school be named, Edna and John W. Mosley P-8, on behalf of herself and 
members of Colorado Black Women for Political Action.   
 
Wheeler shared that Edna served on the Aurora City Council from 1991 to 2003 
and was the first African-American elected to city council.  Edna was a pioneer in 
blazing trails for women’s rights, racial equality, and anti-gang violence.  Prior to 
and following her service on city council, Edna was a successful champion of the 
community and a leader in the redevelopment of Fitzsimmons.    
 
Topazz McBride, program developer and representative for Shop Talk Live, a 
non-profit organization committed to empowering, educating, and supporting 
African-Americans in the Denver metropolitan area.  She is also a representative 
for Citizens Concerned About Minorities in Aurora (CCAMA) and indicated that 
CCAMA members are in support of naming the new P-8 school after Edna 
Mosley, but would be supportive of naming the school, Edna and John W. 
Mosley P-8.  She recognized Edna for all her accomplishments and applauded 
both Edna and John W. Mosley as two of the founders of CCAMA   She feels that 
naming the school after Edna would be both appropriate and honorable, but 
reiterated support for naming the school after both the Mosley’s.   
 
Franklin Marks, Terry Reel, and Carla Allen had signed up to speak in support of 
naming the new P-8 school in honor of the Mosley’s, but were unable to stay due 
to the start time of the Naming of the New P-8 School informational report item.   
 
Lewis requested that a letter of endorsement from Aurora Mayor Steve Hogan be 
included in the record as follows:   
 
Dear Aurora Public School Board of Education: 
 
As Mayor of the City of Aurora, and representing the Aurora City Council and the 
people of the City of Aurora, I encourage you to consider naming the new P-8 
school after Mrs. Edna Mosley.   
 
Edna was an extraordinary civic leader and a philanthropist, committed to making 
contributions that would strengthen even the most vulnerable in our community.  
Edna was a strong advocate for social change and an uplifting force for the 
underrepresented.   
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Causes Edna championed included civil rights, gender equality, veteran’s affairs, 
housing, and education.  She was affiliated with the Colorado Supreme Court 
Nominating Commission, Fitzsimons Redevelopment Authority, and The 
Community College of Aurora Advisory Board.  Edna was elected to the Aurora 
City Council as an at-large council member in 1991, and served three, four-year 
terms.  During her tenure, she was influential in anti-gang programs, local gun 
control legislation, and issues effecting racial equality.   She was Aurora’s first 
black city council representative and longtime community activist. 
 
Edna worked for many years with the Colorado Civil Rights Commission and was 
director of the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission with the University of 
Denver.  She was also a founder of the Women’s Bank, which was created at a 
time when women did not have equal access to financial services.  Edna and her 
husband were active in creating and supporting scholarship programs, as well as 
numerous political candidates.   
 
If you are endeavoring to memorialize a local hero, a person who worked 
tirelessly to make our community a better place in which to live, and an 
inspiration to those who use this building for educational and community 
activities, it is my belief that you could do no better than to name this new school 
after Mrs. Edna Mosley. 
 
I thank you for your consideration of this matter 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Stephen D. Hogan 
Mayor 
 
Lewis has known the Mosley family for more than 25 years and served as the 
manager for Edna’s campaigns for Aurora City Council.  She was thrilled when 
Superintendent Munn mentioned the possibility of naming the new school in 
honor of Edna and John.  She highlighted the importance of adding John’s name 
to the new building with his connections to Buckley Air Force Base as one of the 
original Tuskegee Airmen, noting that this will resonate with a large portion of the 
military student and family enrollment base at the new P-8 school.  The whole 
concept of resilience that the school will be based around can be seen in both 
their lives.       
 
Jorgensen and Yamrick asked if the committee had discussed merging the top 
two name choices, Mosley Community Campus or Mosley Community Campus 
P-8, to reflect Edna and John’s work in the larger community.  Clark discussed 
the importance of including the name, Edna and John W. Mosley, on the building 
and making sure curriculum reflects the name selection.     
 
The Board recommended that the new P-8 school be named, Edna and John W. 
Mosley P-8.  This item will be included on the February 17 consent agenda for 
action.   
 
Shepherd thanked Clark and the APS Community Campus P-8 Advisory 
Committee for all their work and efforts to collect feedback for naming of the new 
P-8 school.  She also thanked community supporters for taking the time to voice 
support for naming the new P-8 school after Edna and John Mosley.    
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III.  CONSENT AGENDA 
 

Wildman moved and Drevon seconded to approve the following items on the 
amended consent agenda as presented:   
 

 Personnel 
 
Smith congratulated 14 retirees listed on the February 3 consent agenda for a 
total of 238 years of service to the district.   He acknowledged four staff members 
for their long-time service to the district, including 
 

 Janice Adams, Manger/Cook, Vassar, 26 years 
 Gladys Jones, Paraeducator, Vaughn, 26 years   
 David Hall, Business Teacher, Aurora Central, 35 years 
 Steve Allen, Coordinator, Direct Support, Maintenance and Operations,  

35 years   
 
Lewis had an opportunity to work with Allen on playground and fencing projects 
when her kids attended Jewell Elementary School. She thanked him for all his 
years of service and dedication to the district.  She also recognized Stephen 
Gonzales, music teacher at Gateway, noting that his years of service with APS in 
combination with his years of service with DPS would total to more than 30 years 
of service in education.   
 
Roll Call:  Drevon, Jorgensen, Lewis, Shepherd, Wildman, Yamrick   #8340 
 
Approved on a vote of 6-0 
 
Board Director Eric Nelson was not present via phone for the consent agenda 
vote.   
 

IV.  BOARD WORK 
 

Ends Conversation 
 
Open Dialogue 
 
Standing Committee Report 
 
Lewis announced that more than 200 students and parents attended the recent 
resource fair sponsored by America’s Promise.  Students had an opportunity to 
learn about college affordability and career training.  Approximately 100 students 
attended the panel discussion and were appreciative of information that was 
provided.  Drevon brought a number of kids to the fair and shared that one of the 
eighth graders was excited about information provided.    
 
Lewis and Yamrick attended the Not One More Child in Arapahoe County, 
Community Coalition to Prevent Child Abuse and Neglect meeting.  She shared 
that APS, law enforcement and the provider community, were well represented at 
the meeting.  She provided the Board with a handout that highlighted sobering 
facts from 2014, including 26 reports of potential egregious abuse and neglect, 
near fatality or fatality.  She applauded Commissioner Nancy Sharpe, Arapahoe 
County, and Social Services, for all their work and efforts.   She shared that 
guest speaker Eric Fenner, Casey Family Programs, provided suggestions to 
help Social Services departments better address issues or concerns and noted 
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similarities between work that APS is currently doing to address and serve 
student needs.  She highlighted an Arthur Ashe quote that Fenner used to 
summarize issues that Social Services is facing as follows:  “Start where you are, 
use what you have, and do what you can.”   
 
Wildman serves on the Aurora Mental Health Center Board and had an 
opportunity to hear about the nine different divisions operating within the Aurora 
Mental Health Center and how each interacts with district schools during their 
recent board retreat.   
 
Shepherd shared that the focus, discussion and advocacy of the Colorado 
Association of School Boards (CASB) will center on constitutional reform.  She 
provided an overview of a handout from the Colorado Fiscal Institute that 
illustrated a history of school finance legislation and consequences since 1982.  
She added that the CASB board will be focusing on the development of its 
strategic plan.      
 
Shepherd was elected to the position of president-elect for CASB and is looking 
forward to her new role.  She will also be chairing CASB’s finance committee.     
 
Drevon highlighted minutes from the recent District Accountability Advisory 
Committee and noted that discussions focused on the district’s budget, special 
education funding, and the calendar.  Escárcega noted that a discussion 
occurred related to early release days and questions around possible district 
child care.  Drevon shared that DAAC members requested a final copy of the 
district’s UIP and the APS 2020 Strategic Plan.   
 
Jorgensen shared that the Long-Range Facilities Advisory Committee met in 
January to discuss charter needs, a future bond program, energy trends and 
savings, and strategies to support district facilities.     
 
Yamrick concurred with comments from Lewis regarding the Not One More Child 
in Arapahoe County, Community Coalition to Prevent Child Abuse and Neglect 
meeting.  She was impressed that schools, law enforcement and the provider 
community, were all at the table.  She shared that guest speaker Eric Fenner 
mentioned that Social Services is always blamed in cases of child abuse or 
neglect and discussed the importance of unity among entities to help solve 
problems with our young people.       
 
Yamrick shared that the Rocky Mountain School of Expeditionary Learning 
(RMSEL) board met to approve the budget for the upcoming school year.  She 
highlighted a discussion related to the nationwide separation between outward 
bound and expeditionary learning and possible effects between schools and 
RMSEL.  She believes issues will be resolved at contract time, but noted that 
expeditionary learning may be replaced with a new name and branding. She 
added that the board also discussed expansion possibilities for RMSEL, including 
relocating to another campus and splitting the campus between grades P-8 and 
grades 9-12.   
 
Yamrick serves on the Colorado Preschool Program (CPP) Advisory Committee 
and provided an overview of the district’s Early Childhood Education website.  
She shared that the committee will be applying for 290 new preschool slots, and 
if approved, 90 will go to the new P-8 school.   She shared that the committee 
discussed the ramifications of limited space within the district for preschool-aged 
students and is developing a checklist to utilize when meeting with private 
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providers about additional slots.  The checklist will be forwarded to the Division of 
Equity in Learning once reviewed and approved by the CPP Advisory Committee.  
The district has approximately 32 preschool programs in APS and 2,200 slots, 
and of those slots, only 32 are paid tuition slots. She encouraged Board 
members to visit the website and review the preschool curriculum.    
 
National School Boards Association (NSBA) Advocacy Institute 
 
Wildman highlighted some of the NSBA Advocacy Institute sessions, meetings, 
and training that she attended, including a discovery session that focused on an 
interactive app and a new member orientation session.  She had an opportunity 
to view agendas from President Obama and other democrat and republican 
lawmakers, and participated in a discussion that highlighted the need for more 
flexibility and funding to implement federal mandates.  She met with Senator 
Cory Gardner and Senator Michael Bennett regarding the number of required 
assessments for students, and highlighted a session and book by Mary Matalin 
and James Carville, “Love and War:  Twenty Years, Three Presidents, Two 
Daughters, and One Louisiana Home.”   
 
The Board will move forward with a lighter version of BoardDocs as 
recommended by Chief Information Officer Steve Clagg.  The Board will 
reevaluate BoardDocs within six to nine months after implementation to 
determine next steps.        
 
Yamrick requested that each Board member have a separate budget line for 
local and national professional learning trainings and conferences during the 
2015-16 school year. Shepherd noted that the Board would be discussing budget 
allocations for next year in the near future.   
 
Yamrick highlighted her book of the month recommendation, “A More Beautiful 
Question:  The Power of Inquiry to Spark Breakthrough Ideas” by Warren Berger.   
 
Policy Perception Checklist  
 
Did the Board receive information at tonight’s meeting that requires a policy 
change? 
 
The Board did not receive information that required a policy change. 
 
Did the Board receive information at tonight’s meeting that requires additional 
information or monitoring? 
 
Additional information will be provided to the Board.      
 
Board Self-Monitoring 
 
Yamrick shared that the meeting was excellent and all were professional.  She 
added that reports, questions, and responses were both adequate and 
informative.    
 

V.  CONCLUDING ITEMS 
 

Next meeting date 
 
The next meeting of the Board of Education will be held on February 17, 2015, at 
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6:00 p.m. in the Dr. Edward and Mrs. Patricia Lord Boardroom of Educational 
Services Center 4.     
 

Adjournment 
 
The regular meeting of the Board of Education adjourned at 8:42 p.m.      
 
       _________________________ 

President  
 

 
      ATTEST _________________________ 

Secretary 
 



2015-16 Budget Overview 

As of January 27, 2015 
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2015-16 Budget Overview 

• Purpose of today’s presentation 
– Provide a baseline understanding of the budget 

outlook for 2015-16 

• Sources 
– Governor’s revised budget proposal –  

         November 2014 

– CDE projections 

– APS Planning projections 
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2015-16 Budget Overview 

• Impact of Governor’s proposed budget on APS 
– Additional $22 million based on: 

• $9.8 million - one-time buy down of negative factor 
• $500 increase per pupil 
• 5.6% AV increase 

– Property tax increases, decrease state funding, 
dollar for dollar 

• Additional 697 funded pupils 
– These projections include preschool and charter 

schools 
 

CDE advises the district to remain conservative with these 
figures as they are subject to change (most likely will). 
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2015-16 Budget Overview 
District’s Conservative Projections 

• State and property tax projections 

– Additional $11 million based on: 

• $4.6 million - one-time buy down of negative factor 

• $250 increase per pupil from $7,353 to $7,603 

• Additional 849 funded pupils ($6.5 M) 

– 9-10% AV increase – approx. $100,000 

• Property tax increases, state funding decreases 

• One-time money from estimated ending fund balance 

– $13 million, after all required reserves 

• Spending rate – 94.7%, 10-year average = 95.3% 
 

It is too early in the legislative process  
to make budget decisions for APS. 
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2015-16 Budget Overview 

• General Fund budget development assumptions 
– Planning to proceed at 2014-15 funding levels 

– Governor’s proposed budget for 2015-16 will be 
adjusted by state legislature  

– Federal revenue sequestration expected to 
continue  

– Charter school enrollment remains as projected 

– Conservative estimates 

– Subject to change due to new information 
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2015-16 Budget Overview 

• 2015-16 Initiatives need to be identified 
– Prioritized 

– Aligned with strategic plan 

– Described in terms of “what does success look 
like?” 
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2015-16 Budget Overview 

• Potential APS cost increases – General Fund 
– ESS ($6.2 million) 

– ELA ($250,000) 

– PERA 

– New Community Campus P-8 costs 

– Additional planned COP payment reserve 

– Healthcare 

– Personnel costs due to enrollment increase 
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Budget Development Calendar 

Timeline Event Performed by 

January ’15 Begin scheduling TE meetings for February Human Resources 

January 21 Provide staffing directions and time lines to principals Human Resources 

January 30 Begin scheduling TE meetings for February Human Resources 

January 29 – 
February 10 

TE meetings with principals to discuss 2015-16 staffing plans.  Human Resources 

January 30 Begin posting vacancies created by new TE Human Resources 

February 3 Review Division spending rates with Division Chiefs Budget Office 

February 11-17 Meetings with Division Chiefs  Budget Office 

February 23 2015-16 Budget initiatives aligned with strategic plan Superintendent 

March 2 2015-16 budget worksheets to divisions/other funds Budget Office 

March 2 2015-16 PPA allocations to schools for their planning Budget Office 

March 20 2015-16 PPA budgets due back from all schools Principals 

March 31 2015-16 budget worksheets due to budget office - divisions/other funds Dept. Managers 
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2015-16 Budget Overview 

• Next steps 
– Revise projections after March 2015 economic 

forecasts 

– Prepare balanced budget based on allocation of 
funds to strategic initiatives 

– Present proposed budget to Board in May 2015 

– Present adopted budget to Board in June 2015 
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Discussion 

and 

Questions 
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Colorado Academic Standards 

0 1. Expression of Music 
 The expression of music is the demonstration of human thought and emotion through the 
 medium of performance, which is a product of knowledge and skills gained in the study of 
 music. 

0 2. Creation of Music 
 The creation of music is the demonstration of learned skills in the composition, 
 improvisation, and arranging of music. Creating music involves writing music, fashioning new 
 music from an existing piece of music, or forming an entirely new piece of music. 

0 3. Theory of Music 
 The theory of music is the understanding of the distinctive language, conventions, mechanics, 
 and structure of organized sound. Investigation of music theory allows for a more complete 
 understanding of all aspects of the musical process, including musical performance and 
 composition. 

0 4. Aesthetic Valuation of Music 
 The value of music focuses on the knowledge needed to make an informed evaluation and to 
 provide a well-thought-out critique about a musical piece. It also addresses the beauty, heart, 
 and soul: the aesthetics of music. Valuing music will permit individuals to distinguish between a 
 scholarly and an individual judgment of music.  



New Curriculums 

K-8 6-12 



Pilot Findings  

Strengths 
0 Fills the gaps 
0 Hands on activities 
0 It will increase vertical and 

horizontal alignment 
0 It aligns with Common Core 

and CO Academic Standards 
0 Built in ELA support 
0 Customizable 
0 PWR Skills embedded 
0 Assessments to show student 

growth 
0 “Wished I would have had this 

10 years ago!” 

Concerns 

0 What happens if 
technology fails? (Q) 

0 What if kids don’t have 
access to technology? 
(Q) 

0 Construction of the 
Books (SI) 

 



Using and Quaver as an 
Online Curriculum 

0 COPPA compliant 

0 They have put in place appropriate physical, 
electronic, and managerial procedures to safeguard 
and help prevent unauthorized access, maintain data 
security, and correctly use the information they collect 
online. 

0 They do not allow third-party companies to solicit or 
advertise to their users. 



Time Line for Rollout 

0 2013-2014 
0 Spring 

0 Piloted both Quaver and Sound Innovations 

0 2014-2015 
0 February 

0 Quaver will be purchased 

0 July 
0 Sound Innovations Book One Purchased 

0 2015-2016 
0 August 

0 “Clean Up” Experiencing Choral Music 

0 July 
0 Sound Innovations book two purchased 

 

 



Professional Learning 

0 2014-2015 

0 EPR Days – Quaver Trainers and tested teachers 

0 Late Start – Teachers working together and sharing ideas 

0 Advisory Group – Working on pacing guides and a 
professional learning plan 

 

0 2015-2016 

0 District In-service Day 

0 EPR Days – Sharing new learning, aligning common 
assessments, refining pacing guides  



Elementary Pilot Group 

 

 

 

 

 

Elisa Gonzalez Music Vassar Elementary School 

Claudia Horn Music Quest Academy K-8 

Sarah Mabrey Music Frontier K-8 

Tillifinney Smith Music Fletcher Community School 

Matthew Nava Music Paris Elementary School 

Rene Skvarna Music Jewell Elementary School 

Tanya Seslar Music Kenton Elementary School 

Courtney Gansmann Music Sable Elementary School 

Taylor Nelson Music Boston K-8 

Melissa Roldan Music Dartmouth Elementary School 

Sarilyn Denning Music Dalton Elementary School 

Katie DePoy Music Wheeling Elementary School 

Sarah Gruben Music Clyde Miller K-8 

Tami Mangusso Music Yale Elementary School 

Zina Sonkina Music Vaughn Elementary School  

Becky McGurk Music Virginia Court Elementary School 

Valerie Bertrand  Music Murphy Creek K-8 

Denise Woodman Music Crawford Elementary School 



Pilot Group Secondary 

 

Claudia Horn Music Quest Academy K-8 

Sarah Mabrey Music Frontier K-8 

Craig Laumann Instrumental Music East Middle School 

Kristi Ramsey Instrumental Music  AWCPA 

Renee MacKenzie Instrumental Music South Middle School 

Sarah Gruben Music Clyde Miller K-8 
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Sociology Textbook Adoption 

APS BoE policy regarding adoption of curricular materials: 
 
TEXTBOOK SELECTION AND ADOPTION (APS Code: IJJ/IJK) 
I. The Board of Education shall determine the basic instructional material for all 

courses of instruction. 
 

Basic Instructional Materials may be either print or non-print and are the instructional 

materials used by students in the District for a majority of their study in a class, course or 
subject area. Basic instructional materials are to be used in conjunction with the adopted 

curriculum and in a manner consistent with the objectives of that curriculum. 

 



Background 

 Course was proposed by Ryan Sladek at Rangeview 
HS in Spring, 2014 

 3 sections currently being taught by 1 teacher at 
Rangeview HS 

 

 Textbook: Sociology: A Down-to-Earth Approach 
(12th ed.), James M. Henslin, 2014 
 #1 recommended book by CAST (Chicago Area Sociology 

Teachers) 

 Text was initially reviewed by 3 HS teachers and 1 parent 

 Will be available for public viewing from February 3-17 

 

 



Strengths Concerns 

 User-friendly 

 Good visuals and real-
world examples and 
scenarios for students 
to relate to 

 Emphasizes the use of 
empathy and 
understanding 

 Rigorous material 

 

 Intended to be a 
college-level text 

 Lack of supports for 
English language 
learners 

 Lack of variety in the 
assessments provided 

 

Sociology: A Down-to-Earth Approach  
by James M. Henslin 



APS Community Campus P-8 
School Naming 

Recommendations 
 

1 Accelerating learning for every 
APS student, every day. 



Board of Education Policy FF-R 
Naming of a School or Facility 

 

 
 

 

In accordance with this policy and regulation, an advisory 
committee, or other such committee as designated by the 
Superintendent, will recommend to the Board a proposed 
name for each new school.  
The recommendation will include background information 
as may be required to support the name selected for 
recommendation. 
 

2 Accelerating learning for every 
APS student, every day. 



Board of Education Policy FF-R 
Naming of a School or Facility 

 

 
 

 

School Naming Guidelines 
1. The street on which the school is located, or 
2. The community in which the school is located, or 
3. In memory of a famous American, or 
4. In recognition of the contribution to education by a resident 
or family associated with the local community, or an 
outstanding citizen who is deceased or retired from active 
participation in community or school affairs for at least five 
years, and 
5. No two schools in the district will be given the same name. 
 3 Accelerating learning for every 

APS student, every day. 
 



APS Community Campus P-8  
Naming Options 

 

 
 

 

 The APS Community Campus P-8 Advisory Committee developed 
three naming options that meet the policy guidelines: 
 Community Campus P-8 

 Highlights the entire community campus and partnerships 
with Pickens Technical College, William Smith High School, 
Crossroads Center and Aurora Quest K-8 

 Edna Wilson Mosley P-8 
 Recognizes Ms. Mosley’s prominence as Aurora’s first 

African-American city council member and a civic trailblazer  
 Edna and John W. Mosley P-8 

 Recognizes the Mosleys’ groundbreaking achievements and 

contributions to Aurora and the greater community 

4 Accelerating learning for every 
APS student, every day. 



Community Feedback 

 Parent and staff feedback obtained through community 
meetings, school meet and greet opportunities and 
online survey 

 273 surveys collected 
 Survey results: 

 Edna and John W. Mosley P-8 = 114 
Community Campus P-8 = 99  
Edna Wilson Mosley P-8 = 54  
No choice = 6 

 
 

5 Accelerating learning for every 
APS student, every day. 



Recommendations 

 The APS Community Campus P-8 Advisory Committee 
recommends that the Board consider adopting one of the two top 
options: 
 Edna and John W. Mosley P-8 

Recognizes the Mosleys’ groundbreaking achievements and 

contributions to the Aurora community 
 Community Campus P-8  

Highlights the partnership among the APS Community 
Campus schools 

 If this option is selected, the committee recommends naming 
the P-8 library for the Mosleys, in recognition of their 
contributions to the Aurora community. 

6 Accelerating learning for every 
APS student, every day. 
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II – CONSENT AGENDA 

 
                       

A. BOARD OF EDUCATION 
 
No Items 
 

B. SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS 
 

No Items 
 
C. DIVISION OF ACCOUNTABILITY AND RESEARCH 
 

No Items 
 

D. DIVISION OF EQUITY IN LEARNING 
 

1. Instructional Materials Adoption - K-12 Music 6:15 - 6:20 
 
The Board of Education was presented with a list of proposed instructional materials for 
K-12 music on February 3, 2015.    
 
RECOMMENDATION:  The Board of Education adopt the list of proposed instructional 
materials for K-12 music as presented.      
 

2. Instructional Materials Adoption – High School  6:20 - 6:35 
Social Studies and Sociology 
 
The Board of Education was presented with a list of proposed instructional materials for 
high school social studies and sociology on February 3, 2015.    
 
RECOMMENDATION:  The Board of Education adopt the list of proposed instructional 
materials for high school social studies and sociology as presented.      
 

E. DIVISION OF FINANCE 
 

No Items  
 

F. DIVISION OF HUMAN RESOURCES 
 
No Items 
 

 G. DIVISION OF SUPPORT SERVICES 
   

No Items 
 
H. DIVISION OF SUPPORT SERVICES 
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1. Naming of the New P-8 School 6:35 - 6:45  
 
The Board of Education was presented with three options for naming of the new P-8 
school at its February 3, 2015, meeting as follows:   
 

 Community Campus P-8  

 Edna Wilson Mosley P-8  

 Edna and John W. Mosley P-8 

 
RECOMMENDATION:  The Board approve the name, Edna and John W. Mosley P-8, 
for the new P-8 school as presented. 
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III – BOARD WORKSHOP 

 
                       

A. 1. Compensation Study  6:45 - 7:30 
 
The Division of Human Resources will present teacher compensation information to the 
Board of Education. The presented information will include survey data on how APS’ 
teacher compensation (salary and benefits) compares to other school districts in the 
state of Colorado and provide an overview of non-traditional teacher compensation 
structures currently implemented in select Colorado and national school districts.   
 

 
Five Minute Recess 7:30 - 7:35 

 
 

2. Turnaround Planning 7:35 - 8:20 
 

(Attachment III-A-2) 
 
The district Leadership Team and leaders from the Colorado Department of Education 
District and School Performance Unit will present information on Board and district 
responsibilities and options for schools moving into year five of the state accountability 
clock. 
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 IV – BOARD WORK 
 
 

A. Ends Conversation    
 

1. Open Dialogue 8:20- 8:50 
 
 Standing Committee Report 
 Update - Superintendent Evaluation Tool  
 Discussion - Draft Negative Factor Resolution  

 
2. Policy Perception Checklist 8:50 - 9:00   

 Did the Board receive information at tonight’s meeting that requires a policy 

change?   
 Did the Board receive information at tonight’s meeting that requires additional 

information or monitoring?     
 

B. Board Self-Monitoring 9:00 - 9:10  
 
Eric Nelson, Self-Monitoring Facilitator   
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V – CONCLUDING ITEMS 

 
 

A. OPPORTUNITY FOR AUDIENCE  
 

B. NEXT MEETING DATE 
 

The next meeting of the Board of Education will be held on March 3, 2015, at 6:30 p.m. 
in the Dr. Edward and Mrs. Patricia Lord Boardroom of Educational Services Center 4.          
 

C. ADJOURNMENT 
 
 

 

 

. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Attachment III-A-2 
 

Turnaround Planning 

























































































 

 

PATHWAYS FOR PRIORITY IMPROVEMENT AND TURNAROUND DISTRICTS AND SCHOOLS  

 

PATHWAYS for SCHOOLS 

OVERVIEW 

Every school in Colorado receives a School Performance Framework each year which determines the school’s type of Plan 

assignment. Each year, the state board approves the assigned plan types as: Performance, Improvement, Priority 

Improvement, or Turnaround. Districts are responsible for accrediting their schools. Schools with a Priority Improvement 

or Turnaround plan are considered to be “on the accountability clock” and should feel a sense of urgency to make 

dramatic improvements. 

“The state board by rule shall specify how long a public school may implement a... plan; except that the state board shall not allow a 

public school to continue implementing a priority improvement or turnaround plan for longer than a combined total of five 

consecutive school years before requiring the school district or the Institute to restructure or close the public school.” C.R.S. § 22-

11210(1)(d) 

If a Priority Improvement or Turnaround school meets certain conditions, the State Review Panel will critically evaluate 

the school’s improvement plan and capacity and report recommendations to the Commissioner and the state board. 

“If a public school fails to make adequate progress under its turnaround plan or continues to operate under a priority improvement or 

turnaround plan for a combined total of five consecutive school years, the Commissioner shall assign the State Review Panel to 

critically evaluate the public school’s performance and determine whether to recommend...”one or more of the actions listed below. 

C.R.S. § 22-11-210(5)(a) 

For schools, the state board is required to take actions on schools from the State Review Panel’s recommendations. The 

State Review Panel reviews schools with a distinct lens C.R.S. § 22-11-210(4) and makes recommendations per those 

articulated in C.R.S. § 22-11-210(5). Taking the recommendations into account, the state board shall determine which 

actions the local board “shall take regarding the public school and direct the local school board or institute accordingly.” 

C.R.S. § 22-11-210(5)(b). This is a distinct difference from the state board’s options for reinstating district accreditation. 

The following section describes the possible recommendations and actions that the state board may consider and 

take regarding Priority Improvement and Turnaround schools. 

SCHOOL PLAN TYPE ASSIGNMENTS AND STATE BOARD ACTIONS 

The state board does not accredit schools, districts accredit schools. The state board may not direct a district to remove a 

school’s accreditation; however the state board may direct a district to close a school. 

PRIVATE OR PUBLIC MANAGEMENT (for District Schools)  

The state board can require that a school district identify and utilize a private or public entity to manage one or more of 

the district’s schools. “With regard to a district public school that is not a charter school, that the district public school 

should be managed by a private or public entity other than the school district;” C.R.S. § 22-11-210(5)(a)(I) This action goes 

beyond simply hiring new leadership, but rather it compels a district to utilize an outside manager and operator for a 

particular school or cluster of schools. 

Rationale for pursuing this path: 

This path might be effective if a school’s leadership and practices prove to be ineffective over a period of time. A district 

board or superintendent might elect to transfer management for one or more schools, to an external entity that has a track 

District and School Performance Unit November 14, 2013 
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record of success. An outside management entity might bring in different and successful practices, such as in human 

resource management; instruction and assessment; student culture and climate; finances; schedules and time; parent 

engagement; and more. 

Schools with a Turnaround plan must annually select one or more of the required actions on the UIP Turnaround 

Addendum. If the turnaround option selected represents a significant and effective improvement strategy undertaken by 

the school, these efforts should be considered in the state board’s decisions and actions. 

Conditions necessary for success in this path: 

 A viable public or private entity would need to have capacity and willingness to take over management of the 

one or more schools. 

 Willingness would be needed by a district board and/or leadership to engage in this path. 

REPLACEMENT OF OPERATOR OR GOVERNING BOARD (for Charter Schools) 

The state board can require that the operator or governing board of a district or institute charter school be replaced. 

“With regard to a district or institute charter school, that the public or private entity operating the charter school or the governing 

board of the charter school should be replaced by a different public or private entity or governing board;” C.R.S. § 22-11-210(5)(a)(II) 

Rationale for pursuing this path: 

If an operator or governing board of a charter school proves to be ineffective, the district or state board should make 

decisive and timely changes. Charter schools, by contract, must fulfill their promises to serve students. It is incumbent 

on a local authorizer or the Institute to either hold operators and their governing boards accountable or to replace them. 

Many believe a charter school should be closed if it is not meeting the needs of its students. 

Conditions necessary for success in this path: 

 If a charter operator or governing board were to be replaced – rather than closed – a suitable replacement 

operator or governing board would need to exist in order to improve the conditions for the school’s students. 

CONVERSION TO CHARTER SCHOOL 

The state board can require that a district convert one or more of its schools to a charter school. 

“With regard to a district public school, that the district public school be converted to a charter school if it is not already authorized 

as a charter school;” C.R.S. § 22-11-210(5)(a)(III) 

Rationale for pursuing this path: 

A district might convert a district school to a charter school in order to provide more autonomy and flexibility to a school 

from statutory and regulatory requirements, which may have created obstacles in the past. Successful recruitment of a 

new or existing charter school operator with proven success can ensure successful practices and positive achievement 

results into a community. A conversion to a charter school might provide a “fresh start” to a community of families and 

students. The charter school might benefit from using a district facility or the facility of the phase-out school. 
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Schools with a Turnaround plan must annually select one or more of the required actions on the UIP Turnaround 

Addendum. If the turnaround option selected represents a significant and effective improvement strategy undertaken by 

the school, these efforts should be considered in the state board’s decisions and actions. 

Conditions necessary for success in this path: 

 District support would be critical in order to ensure collaborative efforts and support within the district 

and community. 

 Consideration should be given to how the district school would close or phase-out and how the charter 

school would open or phase-in. Greater success seems to emerge from slow phase-in charter models. 

 Equations must provide enough funding for charter schools to operate effectively (at least equal effective 

funding as for district schools). 

 The district would have to agree to authorize the charter application OR to release the district’s 

exclusive chartering authority (if in effect). 

INNOVATION STATUS 
The state board can require a school be granted Innovation status. 

“With regard to a district public school, that the district public school be granted status as an innovation school pursuant to section 

22-32.5-104;” 22-11-210(5)(a)(IV) 

Such a requirement by the state board would still require approval of an innovation plan by the school’s 

administrators, staff and by the district’s board. 

Rationale for pursuing this path: 

Greater autonomy for schools from statutory and regulatory rules may provide the needed flexibility for certain schools 

to make more-flexible decisions. There are examples of Innovation status causing some schools to see dramatic growth 

and improved student achievement. Typically, Innovation plans call for more school-based autonomies in four areas: 

people, time, money, and program. 

Schools with a Turnaround plan must annually select one or more of the required actions on the UIP Turnaround 

Addendum. If the turnaround option selected represents a significant and effective improvement strategy undertaken by 

the school, these efforts should be considered in the state board’s decisions and actions. 

Conditions necessary for success in this path: 

 Districts would have to be open to negotiating autonomies for their school. 

 School communities, including administration, staff and SACs, would need to buy into the plan and a majority of 

these groups must be willing to provide the necessary consent for the plans. 

 School leadership would need to have a clear method for identifying statutory and regulatory barriers that have 

created challenges for the school in the past. They would also need to develop innovative strategies for changes 

to people, time, money, etc. 
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SCHOOL CLOSURE OR REVOKED CHARTER 
The state board can suggest to a district or the Institute that a school be closed. 

“That the public school be closed or, with regard to a district charter school or an institute charter school, that the public school’s 

charter be revoked.” C.R.S. § 22-11-210(5)(a)(V). 

Rationale for pursuing this path: 

School closure or phasing out and in of a school may be the best option when a school persistently fails to show adequate 

academic achievement for multiple years. In some cases, closing a school and opening a new school, with a new culture, 

program, and staff can re-invigorate a community. In other cases, students may be served better by being dispersed to 

other schools. 

Schools with a Turnaround plan must annually select one or more of the required actions on the UIP Turnaround 

Addendum. If the turnaround option selected represents a significant and effective improvement strategy undertaken by 

the school, these efforts should be considered in the state board’s decisions and actions. 

Conditions necessary for success in this path: 

 If a school is to be closed, careful consideration should be given to ensuring that better educational opportunities 

exist or are created for all affected students. Phase-out and simultaneous phase-in plans are encouraged. 

 If a district agrees or is required to close a school, it will need to determine whether the school closes at once, or 

if it closes via a phase-out model. 

 Careful consideration must be given to the enrollment of all students from the closed school. CDE has 

supported in transitioning students in some school closure instances. 

 It is acknowledged that school closure is often a difficult and painful process and can lead to 

detrimental conditions for student 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Colorado Department of Education developed this resource guide to support schools and districts 

that engage external service providers as part of their school improvement process. A number of 

schools and districts are incorporating external expertise into their turnaround or transformation 

strategies with support from School Improvement Grants or Tiered Intervention Grants. Regardless 

of whether services are purchased with grant funds or per pupil revenue, spending public money 

requires the highest level of transparency and prudent decision-making when it comes to purchasing 

processes. This guide is designed to inform best practice when it comes to identifying potential 

providers, issuing a request for proposal based on identified needs, evaluating potential providers 

and their proposals, contracting with an external provider, and evaluating and monitoring the 

provider’s ongoing performance. 

Because school improvement efforts are funded publicly, the utmost care and responsibility must be 

exercised in determining how funds are spent. Schools and districts must conduct significant due 

diligence on potential providers, compare multiple options, ensure costs for services are reasonable 

and necessary, involve multiple stakeholders in decision-making processes, and hold the chosen 

provider to high standards and strong accountability for results. While much of the guidance in this 

document can and should be modified to reflect individual district and school needs, we hope it will 

provide adequate guidance for ensuring that money is well spent and that the end result is 

significant improvement in student achievement. 

TABLE OF CONTENTS 
 

Part 1: Introduction to Working with External Service Providers ..................................  3 

Part 2: Needs Assessment and Request for Proposals.................................................  5 

Part 3: Evaluating Proposals and Selecting an External Service Provider ......................  8 

Part 4: Performance Contracting ............................................................................  11 

Part 5: Best Practices for Implementation ................................................................  16 

Part 6: Monitoring and Evaluating Performance ........................................................  20 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  



 

 

1 Colorado Department of Education Office of Turnaround and Intervention: 

http://www.cde.state.co.us/turnaround/cde_turnaroundplan_home.htm. 
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COLORADO DEPARTMENT OF  

EDUCATION OFFICE OF TURNAROUND  

AND INTERVENTION: 

www.cde.state.co.us/turnaround/ 

cde_turnaroundplan_home.htm 

PART 1: INTRODUCTION TO WORKING WITH EXTERNAL PROVIDERS 

Schools and districts will undoubtedly consider a number of strategies for school improvement. In 

many cases, however, schools and districts will turn to an external service provider for support in 

addressing identified needs. 

The types of service providers vary greatly and can include educational management organizations 

(EMOs), which are usually for-profit companies; charter management organizations (CMOs), which 

are usually non-profits; boards of cooperative educational services (BOCES) that provide shared 

services across school districts; school districts that provide contracted services, often to 

autonomous schools; professional associations such as CASE, NCTM, etc.; and a variety of other 

companies and organizations that provide professional development, leadership support, or other 

support services to schools. 

As much diversity as there is in the types of providers, there is similar diversity in terms of the 

breadth of services available from providers. Some providers offer short one-time services (such as 

an in-service prior to the start of school), while others provide ongoing or comprehensive services. 

POTENTIAL EXTERNAL PROVIDERS 

The Colorado Department of Education posts information on a number of potential external service 

providers (also referred to as contractors or vendors) on its website for general school and district access.1 

The website provides a brief overview of the provider and the services it provides. Districts are able to 

review providers with expertise in areas such as academics, learning environment, operations, leadership, 

and planning. A handful of the listed providers offer comprehensive services in all five areas, while most 

offer specialized expertise in just a couple areas. Keep in mind, however, that the list on CDE’s website is 

not exclusive; schools and districts may also choose from other providers not on the CDE website. 

Oftentimes, schools and districts that contract with 

external service providers are implementing an 

Intervention Model because of state and federal 

accountability requirements. For more information 

on the four primary intervention models, see 

Appendix H: Choosing an Intervention Model. 

http://www.cde.state.co.us/turnaround/cde_turnaroundplan_home.htm.
http://www.cde.state.co.us/turnaround/
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PART 2: NEEDS ASSESSMENT AND REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS 

The first step that must be taken before even considering various service providers is a 

comprehensive needs assessment. In most cases, the school or district will have already 

conducted an extensive needs assessment as part of their process to develop a Unified 

Improvement Plan (UIP). 

COMPREHENSIVE NEEDS ANALYSIS 

As in the UIP, the school should gather data, conduct data analysis to identify trends and 

performance challenges, conduct root cause analyses, and then develop an action plan. The action 

plan should include a goals worksheet with performance indicators, measures/metrics, annual 

targets, interim measures, and major improvement strategies. After identifying goals, the school 

should create an action planning worksheet in which the major improvement strategies are defined 

by action steps and corresponding timelines, key personnel, resources needed, and implementation 

benchmarks. The action plan should identify the need for the external service provider and what 

specific goals a provider will help the school meet. 

If the school and district developed a thoughtful and thorough UIP in the past six months, there may 

not be a need to re-create work by conducting a separate needs assessment; the UIP can serve this 

purpose. If the UIP process was not written collaboratively or was rushed and therefore not created 

in a meaningful way, it is strongly recommended that the school and district re-visit this document or 

conduct a separate self-evaluation and needs assessment.3 Similarly, if the UIP has not been 

revisited or monitored for more than six months and more up-to-date or relevant data is available, 

an update is recommended. 

KEY SOURCES OF INFORMATION IN CONSIDERING THE SCHOOL’S NEEDS  

In addition to reviewing the school’s UIP, the following data sources should also be 

reviewed in creating a comprehensive picture of the school’s needs: 

 School Performance Framework (both the one-year and three-year versions) 

 School Growth Summary Report that shows trends in student growth by grade, 

subject, and disaggregated groups. 

 Other quantitative student data such as graduation rates with disaggregated 

subgroups, mobility and enrollment trends, attendance data, etc. 



IN ORDER TO SUCCESSFULLY  

IDENTIFY AN EXTERNAL  

SERVICE PROVIDER, THE  

SCHOOL NEEDS TO BE ABLE TO  

ACCURATELY ARTICULATE ITS  

SPECIFIC NEEDS THAT CAN BE  

ADDRESSED BY AN EXTERNAL  

PROVIDER. 
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 Other qualitative data such as parent and student surveys, feedback from TELL 

Colorado survey, community input, etc. 

CONNECTING NEEDS TO THE EXTERNAL SERVICE PROVIDER RFP PROCESS 

In order to successfully identify an external service provider, the school needs to be able to 

accurately articulate its specific needs that can be addressed by an external provider. This is a key piece 

of the RFP. A provider cannot effectively propose aligned services if it doesn’t fully understand the 

self-identified need. 

In order to articulate this need (after gathering and reviewing data and the UIP), the district 

and/or school leadership should consider the following key questions: 

1. What goals/strategies in the UIP does the school feel 

least capable of achieving and therefore require 

support from an external service provider? 

2. For which students is there the most urgency to 

make improvements (based on which groups 

are experiencing the lowest achievement and/or 

graduation rates)? 

3. In which subjects is there the most urgency to make 

improvements (based on the lowest achievement 

levels)? 

4. What characteristics of the student demographics 

should be taken into account in selecting an external 

service provider? 

5. What, if any, idiosyncratic characteristics of the enrollment area should be taken into account 

in selecting a comprehensive school reform model or an external service provider? 

6. What characteristics of administrators and faculty should be taken into account in 

selecting an external service provider? 

7. What data does the school have on teacher effectiveness for the past five years? 

8. How has the district or school historically leveraged funds for school improvement 

efforts? What resource decisions have been effective or ineffective in improving 

student achievement? Why? 

9. Consider previous and current reform and improvement efforts, within the last 

five years, and what impeded their success. For example: 

 Adopted a model and curriculum to raise reading scores but was not able to 

implement with fidelity. 

 District provided instructional coach but coach was not able to have an impact 

due to only visiting school twice per quarter. 

 Adopted a block schedule for math and reading but inadequate PD funds limited ability 

for teachers to change instructional approach and fully utilize longer instructional blocks. 

Based on this past experience with reform efforts, what should be taken into account now 

in selecting an external service partners? 
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After multiple stakeholders have reviewed the data and corresponding needs and discussed the 

questions above, write a concise description of what the school seeks in an external service 

provider. This description will become a crucial piece of the Request for Proposals. 

DEVELOPING AN RFP (REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS) 

The next step is simply compiling all of the information into an RFP that can be shared with potential 

external service providers. A team of people representing various stakeholders (such as teachers, 

administrators, parents, board members, community members, and in some cases, students) 

should be involved in the development of the RFP. Be sure to include anyone in the RFP process 

who will ultimately be involved in choosing a provider. If certain pieces of information are needed for 

selecting a provider, it is essential that these are included in the RFP. 

An RFP template is included in Appendix B. This template provides a framework for the RFP process, 

but should be modified as needed to reflect the needs and priorities of the school in identifying the 

most appropriate external service provider. 

Once the RFP is complete, it should be distributed to a variety of providers that offer the services 

needed by the school. At this stage in the process, the district’s purchasing policy should be 

referenced to ensure compliance. Based on the potential cost of the contracted services, the district 

should have guidance regarding the number of bids needed, factors to consider in decision-making, 

etc. In addition to complying with district policy, the school’s goal should be to receive at least three 

proposals from different providers so they can be weighed against each other and the best option 

selected. When the RFP has been released and adequately distributed, allow potential providers at 

least one month to respond. After the deadline has passed and all responses have been received, 

the school is ready to begin the selection process. 



 

 

NOTE REGARDING COSTS: IN DEVELOPING A RUBRIC/EVALUATION TOOL AND CONSIDERING  

THE STRENGTHS OF VARIOUS PROVIDERS, DISTRICT AND SCHOOLS ARE STRONGLY ADVISED  

TO PAY CAREFUL ATTENTION TO THE COSTS BEING PROPOSED BY DIFFERENT PROVIDERS.  

REGARDLESS OF WHETHER THE FUNDING SOURCE FOR A CONTRACT IS GRANT FUNDS OR  

PER PUPIL REVENUE, ENSURE THAT THE PROPORTION OF FUNDS GOING TO AN EXTERNAL  

PROVIDER IS REASONABLE. IF NEARLY ALL FUNDS (FROM A GRANT OR A BUDGETED  

CATEGORY) ARE GOING TO ONE PROVIDER, IT RAISES QUESTIONS ABOUT 1) WHETHER THE  

DISTRICT IS SPENDING PUBLIC FUNDING WISELY, AND 2) WHETHER THE INITIATIVE WILL BE  

SUSTAINABLE IN THE LONG-TERM. 
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SOME SIGNIFICANT INVESTMENT MUST BE MADE INTERNALLY TO ENSURE THAT THE  

IMPROVEMENT EFFORTS WILL LIVE BEYOND THE DURATION OF THE CONTRACT WITH THE  

EXTERNAL SERVICE PROVIDER. THE DISTRICT SHOULD ALSO CONDUCT SOME DUE  

DILIGENCE ON MARKET VALUE FOR THE PROPOSED SERVICES TO ENSURE THAT THE  

EXTERNAL SERVICE PROVIDER IS OFFERING COMPETITIVE RATES ON ITS PACKAGE OF  

SERVICES. 

PART 3: EVALUATING PROPOSALS AND SELECTING AN EXTERNAL  

SERVICE PROVIDER 

IDENTIFICATION OF THE SELECTION TEAM 

The selection team will be largely assembled already as team members should have all been involved 

in developing the RFP. However, if any additional stakeholders are needed for the decision-making 

process, involve them at the beginning of the selection process. The selection team should be large 

enough that all stakeholder groups are represented leading to buy-in and effective ownership, but not 

so large as to become unproductive or inhibit decision-making. Any potential conflicts of interest should 

be disclosed and addressed according to the district’s conflict of interest policy. 

DEVELOPMENT OF A RUBRIC FOR EVALUATING PROPOSALS 

The team should develop a rubric for evaluating proposals simultaneously while the RFP is being 

developed. It is bad practice to create the rubric/evaluation tool after proposals are received as 

the information included in the proposals could unfairly influence the rubric being used to evaluate 

that proposal. 

The rubric/evaluation tool requires the team to define what exactly it wants in a provider and having 

this information will guide in the development of RFP questions that effectively elicit this 

information. This is a values-based process and should involve multiple stakeholders, potentially 

even people beyond the section team. Having widespread buy-in into what the school community 

values in an external service provider will go a long way in making the process smooth and 

supported by many. In addition, using a formal evaluation tool will assure constituents that 

providers are being evaluated fairly. 



 

 

The interview process should be formal, structured, and consistent so that potential providers are 

treated and evaluated fairly. Develop interview questions that enable the selection team to discover 

the human dimensions of the match between the school and the provider. This will help the team 

assess whether the provider is a good fit in theory, and more importantly, in practice.  
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Appendix C includes an evaluation tool template. This is simply a foundational document 

that should be modified and/or expanded based on the schools specific identified needs. 

REVIEW OF PROPOSALS 

Once the deadline has passed and all proposals have been received, the selection team should begin 

the review process. Each member of the team should review and score the proposals independently 

using the evaluation tool. It is essential that all reviewers be critical consumers and focus on the 

criteria identified in the evaluation tool. Guard against being swayed by glossy marketing materials or 

unsubstantiated promises of quick success. Comprehensive reform requires a commitment of time, 

dollars, and human resources that should be driven by sound data and backed up by proven results. 

When all team members have completed their independent evaluations, they should submit their 

reviews to the head of the selection team who can consolidate all scores and notes. The 

consolidated scores and notes should be shared with the whole team and a conversation should 

follow regarding which providers should be invited for an interview. The scores should provide some 

guidance as to the group’s perspective on the strongest proposals; however, if there is a proposal 

that didn’t rate as high as another but there are compelling reasons to offer that provider an 

interview, the group can make that decision. The key is ensuring transparency among the team 

members and with external parties regarding the decision-making process. It is recommended that 

the team identify at least two providers to interview so the top two potential providers can be 

compared against one another. 

REFERENCE CHECKS 

Interviewing the potential provider’s recent clients—other schools and/or districts it has served— 

can provide insight into the decision-making process. These conversations can also help articulate 

the work plan for the contract that will be written, for it can bring greater insight into the type and 

amount of services to be provided, and the kind of customer service resources this provider offers. 

Using a common list of reference check questions is recommended to ensure an equitable process. 

EDGAR 80.35 – Sub-awards to debarred and suspended parties. Grantees and sub-grantees must 

not make any award or permit any award (sub-grant or contract) at any tier to any party which is 

debarred or suspended or is otherwise excluded from or ineligible for participation in Federal 

assistance programs under Executive Order 12549, “Debarment and Suspension.” 

(Authority: 20 U.S.C. 3474; OMB Circular A–102) 

INTERVIEWS WITH TOP EXTERNAL PROVIDERS 



 

Once interview questions have been established, the team should not deviate from them during the 

interview process and the same person or people should ask the questions in all interviews. Keeping 

these variables consistent provides the most equitable interview environment for the potential 

providers and gives the selection team the best opportunity to compare their responses and 

determine the best fit for the school. 

 

IDENTIFYING A FINALIST 

This part of the process should begin with a review of all of the data gathered on the potential 

providers – their initial proposal, reference checks, other background information gathered on past 

projects, interview material, etc. The selection team leader should facilitate a discussion on the 

strengths and weaknesses of each potential provider, along with corresponding conversations 

regarding how the school will have to compensate for any areas of weakness, how the strengths of 

the providers align with the school’s identified priorities and student needs, etc. 

Coming to a consensus or using a voting process within the selection team to identify the top finalist 

may be difficult, but it is of critical importance. If there are conflicting opinions on the team, having a 

skilled facilitator involved is of the utmost value. 

Once a finalist has been selected by the team, the provider should be invited to some sort of “meet 

and greet” where the provider’s key personnel who would be working in the school have an 

opportunity to interact with a broader group of stakeholders. Following such an event, input can be 

gathered from participants on the perceived strengths and weaknesses of the potential provider. 

This is also the time to gauge a general sense of “fit” that will lead to a productive working 

relationship. 

It is important to note that some comprehensive school reform models (such as Success for All, 

Accelerated Schools, and New American Schools) set forth a required process that must be followed 

in order to become eligible to implement the model. For example, some models require a certain 

percentage of the school’s faculty to vote “yes” in a referendum about whether to adopt the model. 

If your chosen model prescribes procedures like these, the stakeholder review process should be shaped accordingly. 

This is also the time for the appropriate personnel to begin discussing with the potential provider some of the key 

details of the possible working relationship. Negotiating the specifics of the work before a contract is in place will 

lower the chances of facing unpleasant surprises later. 

MAKING A FINAL DECISION 

Again, this last step of the decision-making process can be largely aided by a skilled facilitator. The team should 

review any new information gathered from constituents during the informal meet and greet, as well as initial 

conversations 

regarding a specific work plan. If concerns have been raised, the selection team should consider revisiting the 
process and pursuing other providers.  If the final steps have only confirmed that the proposed external service 
provider is the best for the school, then contract negotiations should begin.



 

 

5. Leadership. Both sides need to pay attention to the central role school and district leadership will 

play in the success or failure of any improvement initiatives. They should discuss whether the 

school leadership is stable, or whether there has been effective succession planning. Changes 

in leadership can frustrate even well-developed partnerships. 
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PART 4: PERFORMANCE CONTRACTING 

Once an external service provider has been identified, the next step is to establish a performance 

contract that defines the relationship and the performance expectations. This process involves 

coming to agreement on the scope of work, contract terms, specific roles and responsibilities, and 

accountability measures. This section provides key guidance on these topics for school districts 

contracting with a provider. 

GENERAL PRINCIPLES FOR EFFECTIVE CONTRACT NEGOTIATIONS 

Consider these six general recommendations as districts and schools begin contract negotiations and 

collaboration with an external service provider. 

1. Collaborative negotiation process. Prior to entering into contract negotiations, the parties 

should develop collaborative processes for coming to a mutual agreement about services and 

materials to be provided, and other contract terms. 

2. Collaborative implementation. The negotiation process and the contract itself should lay 

the foundation for ongoing communication and collaboration, and shared problem-solving 

throughout the contract term. Channels for multi-directional feedback, which allow both the 

district/school and provider to hold the other party accountable or rate the support they are 

receiving, can be crucial to the success of implementation efforts (e.g., Chicago guaranteed 

a provider-advocate at the district level). 

3. Community engagement. Engage relevant stakeholders (such as teachers, administrators, 

parents, board members, community members, and in some cases, students) in the 

partnership between the provider and the school or district. The contracting process and new 

restructuring initiatives often face community resistance. These partnerships can empower 

parents and community members, or they can spark conflict that may derail reform. Research 

shows that those who manage the process well by listening and responding to community 

concerns have the most success. Those who don't manage the process well face possible 

backlash, skepticism, and families pursuing other school options. 

The contract could require a community engagement plan and/or include mechanisms for 

community engagement throughout implementation. Districts and providers should both 

dedicate adequate resources to introducing the providers to the school communities in 

which they will work. 

4. Teacher engagement. It is also important to empower teachers to overcome resistance to 

changes that may be threatening to some. Involving teachers in the implementation process 

can improve the chances of success. 



 

 

 Timelines: Timelines for providing deliverables, services and materials. 
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6. Records of communication. Written records of communication between the parties can help 

avoid misunderstandings, and prevent minor misunderstandings from escalating into 

significant conflicts. 

NEGOTIATING CONTRACT TERMS 

Contracts will vary in length and complexity depending on the level of provider responsibility; the 

continuum goes from offering a service or set of services to taking on accountability for whole-

school performance and receiving significant authority over school design and operations. For more 

information on whole-school management, see Appendix I. 

CLARITY AND SPECIFICITY SHOULD BE THE GOALS OF BOTH THE  

CONTRACT AND OVERSIGHT PROCESSES. SCHOOLS SHOULD NOT  

EXPECT, NOR SHOULD EFFECTIVE PROVIDERS INSIST ON, A “ONE-SIZE-  
FITS-ALL” CONTRACT REGARDLESS OF THE CIRCUMSTANCES,  

ENVIRONMENT, OR THE HISTORY OF REFORM, IN EACH BUILDING. 

Unclear contracts may lead to disputes, which generate unnecessary costs for both parties. Informal 

understandings and “gentleman's agreements” will not survive leadership changes and are 

otherwise prone to post-contract disagreements. A strong management agreement also precludes 

the need to continuously renegotiate or amend contract terms. Renegotiations can lead to transition 

fatigue among stakeholders. 

It is recommended that the school, district and provider begin by finalizing the key contract terms. 

Once these have all been mutually agreed upon, each of these provisions can be inserted into a 

standard contract template (see Appendices E, F, and G for different contract examples). Much of 

the information included in the list below can be lifted from the provider’s proposal written in 

response to the RFP. However, adjustments will likely need to be made based on subsequent 

conversations between the provider, school and district regarding the school’s unique needs. 

 Scope of Work: Specific services and materials that will be provided by the external service 

provider. This should be customized so that it addresses any gaps between what the school 

requires and what the provider’s standard package or proposal provides. The services and 

materials should be clearly aligned with the Major Improvement Strategies included in the 

school’s UIP. This section should specify the manner in which services will be provided (e.g., 

for on-site consulting, the duration, frequency, and content of services). The contract should 

also specify those materials or services required for implementation that will not be supplied by 

the provider (i.e., that will have to be provided by the district or school). 

 Deliverables: Deliverables for which the provider is responsible over the duration of the contract. 



 

 

 Results on interim formative or summative assessments. These may be standardized 

assessments such as NWEA’s MAP, Stanford 10, etc. or they may be school- or 

provider-generated assessments. 

 Student progress on CSAP in terms of both achievement and growth, disaggregated by 

subgroups. 

 Progress on state and federal metrics such as Adequate Yearly Progress. 

 Student attendance, attrition, and graduation rates, both in aggregate and 

disaggregated by subgroups. 
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 Personnel: The contract should address the following personnel issues: 

 The leader of the external service provider’s work with/at the school site. 

 The district’s role in choosing or having a say in the selection of the external service 

provider’s program leader. 

 The district’s role in overseeing/evaluating the provider’s program leader. 

 The responsibilities of the external provider’s staff in implementing services at 

the school site. 

 The number of the external service provider’s staff members who will be at the school and 

their time/number of days committed to the school; if splitting time between locations, the 

time/number of days at each site. 

 The external service provider’s representative who is responsible for managing the 

relationship between the school, district and provider, and his/her specific responsibilities. 

Clarify whether this is the “Go To” person on the provider side if implementation concerns 

arise. 

 The individuals at the school and district level who are responsible for managing the 

relationship with the provider. Clarify whether these are the “Go To” people on the school 

and district side if implementation concerns arise. Staff assigned to manage the 

contracting relationship must be committed to successfully implementing the process and 

must have sufficient time and resources to do so. 

 Provider’s Expectations of the School and District: The contract should give the provider 

an opportunity to articulate its expectations of the school and district in terms of time, 

resources, and commitment to the school improvement process. Clarify whether the district will 

provide technical assistance that complements the provider's services. Explain the 

school/district role in providing core academic and student support services directly or aligning 

the services of other programs and support partners. 

 Goals and Performance Management: The contract must address UIP-aligned academic 

targets with corresponding timelines, measures and interim benchmark measures for which the 

provider is responsible. The contract should also specify the types of organizational, financial, and 

compliance data that will be reviewed and the process for gathering and reviewing that data. 

In an intensive change effort, year-end student achievement results and other reporting will be 

insufficient to let the district know whether a provider is on the right track. In year one of a 

partnership with an external service provider, the contract should allow for frequent (i.e., 

weekly or monthly) performance monitoring by the school and district. 

In all cases, specific targets should be established that align with the school’s UIP. 
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Examples of performance accountability metrics follow: 

 Measurements of college readiness, such as ACT/SAT scores, college application 

rates, college acceptance rates, and college persistence rates. 

 The number and percentage of students completing advanced coursework (such 

as Advanced Placement or International Baccalaureate coursework and exams), 

early college high schools, or dual enrollment classes. 

Through the contract, the district might also require public reporting of performance results. In 

this case, the data that will be reported publicly and timelines for such reporting should be 

agreed to by both parties. 

 Rewards and Sanctions: The contract should define any rewards for achieving, or 

consequences for not achieving, targets and interim measures. The contract might include 

preliminary consequences short of termination, such as shorter contract renewal terms, 

increased frequency of reporting, or mandatory leadership changes. The contract should also 

identify what supports are in place to help if performance lags. A strong contract will also 

document in detail the circumstances and processes by which the district may intervene when 

the provider is not fulfilling its contractual obligations. 

 Cost: Total package cost, as well as an itemized breakdown to include specific services 

and materials, travel expenses, and any other anticipated expenses. 

The contract should also spell out the items that will generate direct and indirect costs that may 

not be included in the stated contract price, and specify the extent to which the school/district or 

provider will have financial responsibility for each item. It should also specify any services or 

benefits the provider is required to use, with related details on cost and who has financial 

responsibility for the items (e.g., transportation, technical assistance, food service, professional 

development, nursing, IT infrastructure, etc.). 

 Payment Terms: Payment arrangements, including the timing and frequency of payments, 

any use of enrollment reporting in funding formulas, and how money will flow from the district 

to the provider. 

 Contract Length: The contract should specific to the length of the term and grant period. 

Regardless of the length, the contract should provide for periodic reviews; firm decision points 

about renewal, modification, or termination; and clearly stated grounds for early termination. 

 Intellectual Property and Propriety Rights: The contract should address who maintains 

propriety rights to intellectual property (such as curriculum and educational materials) developed 

during the project. At a minimum, the contract should provide that the district or school owns all 



 

 

 Other Legal Components of the Contract. Additional standard contract terms include 

liability, indemnification, notice, waiver, severability, assignment, and merger (entirety of the 

agreement). The contract should be specific about what constitutes “material compliance” 

with contract terms. Other key legal issues include confidentiality, jurisdiction, method of 

communication between parties, and non-discrimination. The contract should include all 

covenants and warranties, disclaimers of responsibility and liability, and other notices and 

conditions. 
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proprietary rights to curriculum or educational materials that (i) are both directly developed and 

paid for by the district or school; or (ii) were developed by the external service provider at the 

direction of the district or school with school or grant funds dedicated for the specific purpose of 

developing such curriculum or materials. 

 Dispute Resolution: This section specifies what happens if the school, district, or provider 

school, and provider's understanding and agreement on specific, detailed dispute-

resolution procedures. 

 Contract Amendment: Inevitably some conditions and terms will need to change as the 

relationship between the provider and district progresses. The contract should include a clear 

process for amending the contract throughout its term. Allow providers sufficient autonomy so 

that contract amendments are not required for every change they make in their operations. At 

the same time, the contract should require amendment for material changes to the contract, 

and outline a process for amending the contract when necessary (for example, who can propose 

amendments; how and when; and a process for the other party to accept, decline, or modify 

proposed amendments). Some district/provider contracts include annual review processes for 

amendments, to prevent the disruption of frequent, scattered amendments that might 

otherwise occur. 

 Dissolution Process: The contract should include or reference procedures for orderly, structured 

transition to wrap up the relationship following nonrenewal, revocation, or termination (for 

example, how final payments will be handled; return of equipment and repayment of loans; 

communication to external constituents regarding the end of the partnership). This should include 

authority for the dissolution of assets in the event of contract revocation or termination. 

In addition, the contract should: 

 Spell out interventions that may occur short of termination (as mentioned 

above in the section on Performance Management). 

 Specify conditions agreed to by the parties as grounds for termination, and processes and 

expectations for contract renewal or nonrenewal. Reasons for contract termination include, 

but are not limited to, failure to meet performance expectations, violations of contract 

terms, endangering students or public funds (including through negligence, fraud, or 

misconduct). 

 At a minimum, empower the district to revoke a contract prior to the end of the contract 

term in cases of extreme underperformance, misfeasance, or malfeasance. Contract 

clauses commonly allow termination for failure to make specified progress toward student 

achievement goals (a stricter standard than just avoiding “extreme underperformance”). 



 

 

4 “Addressing Common Issues that Arise During Implementation of Provider Services,” from Section 5 

(Working in Partnership) in Guide to Working with External Providers: Partnerships to Improve 

Teaching and Learning, by Bryan Hassel and Lucy Steiner, pp. 45-51. 
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PART 5: BEST PRACTICES FOR IMPLEMENTATION 

This section addresses best practices and common pitfalls in working with an external service 

provider. At the beginning of the implementation process, the following questions should be 

discussed by the provider, school and district: 

 What school-level policies are required for effective implementation? 

 What district-level policies are required for effective implementation? 

 In what other ways can the school and district support implementation? 

 How can both parties maintain open communication? 

Key issues to address in working successfully with an external provider are included below. 4 

SUSTAINABILITY 

During the implementation process, the school, district, and external service provider should keep in 

mind that what is being built must be sustained after the partnership ends. While it is hard to be 

thinking about the district or school’s needs five years down the road while in the midst of major 

changes, it is important to maintain this perspective to ensure that the improvement efforts will not 

simply be a short-term fix. 

THERE IS ALWAYS THE CONCERN THAT WITHOUT THE FUNDING AND OUTSIDE  

SUPPORT, TOO MUCH OF THE GOOD WORK AND KEY CHANGES THAT BEGAN  

WILL NOT BE SUSTAINED. AS ONE REPORT STATES: 

“ALL THESE EFFORTS DURING IMPLEMENTATION WILL BE ESSENTIALLY WASTED  

IF THEY CANNOT BE MAINTAINED. IN OUR EXPERIENCE, THE INABILITY TO EMBED  

SUCCESSFUL SUSTAINABILITY STRATEGIES INTO YOUR IMPLEMENTATION AND  

DEVELOP A LONG-TERM PLAN IS THE ROOT CAUSE OF EFFORTS THAT CANNOT BE  

MAINTAINED... WE CONSISTENTLY EMPHASIZE CAPACITY BUILDING AND  

LEADERSHIP CONTINUITY AS CRITICAL ELEMENTS FOR LONG-TERM AND LASTING  

SUCCESS.”4 

 

The improvement efforts will be more sustainable if the practices are institutionalized through 

various school documents and policies. Rituals that build a school culture focused on academic 

achievement should be documented in the school’s family handbook and the employee handbook. 

Expectations for teachers should be formalized in job descriptions and evaluation tools. School- and 



 

 

At the outset of the project, clarify the exact dates of provided staff development. Will it be during 

the district’s designated professional development days? Because providers cannot always plan 

their offerings around the schedules of individual schools, the school is then forced to pay for 

substitute teachers to allow staff to attend the training during regular school days. The school may 

need to negotiate with the provider for different training days, petition the district for a waiver 

from mandated scheduling of professional development days, or make the necessary substitute 

arrangements in advance. Ideally, the school and district can reach an agreement with the 

provider on flexibility in scheduling professional development days to maximize the external 

service provider’s offerings. 
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district-level policies should reflect the school improvement work. All professional development – 

both the informal meetings and the beginning-of-year trainings for teachers – should focus on 

the unifying school improvement efforts. The more staff members understand the improvement 

strategies and practice them day-to-day, the more likely it is that they will be ingrained into the 

school’s culture and live beyond current leadership. 

After initial implementation, the school should begin focusing on transitioning away from support 

from the external service provider. When the majority of staff members understand and can provide 

the improvement strategies independently, the reform efforts are well on their way to being 

sustainable for the long-term. 

GAINING SUPPORT FROM SCHOOL STAFF 

It is important to support teachers in their ongoing efforts to help students succeed. Be sure to 

establish a mechanism for staff members to voice their concerns. Teachers will be more supportive 

of the reform efforts if school leaders can demonstrate concrete proof of the provider’s positive 

effects and stakeholder support. Once implementation has begun, establish mentoring or coaching 

relationships between teachers who have experienced positive results and teachers who have not. 

Teachers who continue to not support the improvement efforts should be let go or allowed to 

transfer to another school. 

CUSTOMIZATION TO LOCAL CONTEXT 

Once the external service provider has begun work, gather information about how interventions are 

challenging existing practices, values, and norms. Through scheduled observations, teacher 

surveys, and regular conversations, external service providers should assess the “sticking points” 

related to staff members putting new practices into effect. 

After understanding any areas of implementation that are challenging, rethink the implementation 

strategy and determine whether further customization for the local context is needed. If the 

provider is willing and able to make midcourse corrections in its implementation strategy, the 

contract may need to be revised as well—depending on the nature of the changes. 

SCHEDULING PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
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FINDING TIME TO LEARN AND REFLECT ON NEW PRACTICES 

When working with an external service provider and implementing school improvement strategies, 

make scheduling changes as needed. It can be very difficult for teachers to find the time to learn 

and practice new strategies while keeping up with their many day-to-day responsibilities. After 

assessing how much additional time staff members will need to implement new strategies, schools 

and districts often need to rework their schedules in a variety of ways to free up time for training, 

reflection, and collaboration. Teachers also may need additional pay to compensate them for the 

additional hours they are working beyond the school day. 

CONFLICTING EFFORTS AND SHIFTING PRIORITIES 

A common challenge when implementing school improvement strategies is conflicting efforts which 

compete for limited time and resources. To address this, schools and districts should limit new 

initiatives. Prioritize the major improvement strategies identified in the UIP and use the UIP to filter 

out any other extraneous new programs. The key question to ask is, Is the new initiative necessary and 

aligned with existing efforts? By taking action to eliminate programs that conflict with new initiatives, 

the school or district sends a powerful signal to everyone involved that this initiative has a high 

priority and is not just another program that will go by the wayside (Newmann et al., 2001). 

ALIGNING DISTRICT AND STATE STANDARDS AND ASSESSMENTS 

Prior to implementation, the school and district should clarify with the external service provider how 

its assessment mechanisms will correspond to the state or district assessment requirements. The 

provider should be able to map out how their services will meet the state or district’s curriculum 

standards. Schools also need to be clear on how the provider’s assessment strategy matches with 

the state (CSAP) or district assessment requirements. The school and the provider should have 

negotiated an assessment system that both parties find acceptable. 

UNACCEPTABLE PROVISION OF SERVICES 

During the contract negotiation process, the external provider should have established a contact 

person on their staff who would be the “go to” person in case of difficulties with service or materials 

delivery. The school or district should feel comfortable bringing any concerns to this person as soon 

as they occur so problems can be rectified as quickly as possible. Significant conflicts can arise when 

the concerns accumulate and escalate until they’ve reached a point where everyone is completely 

frustrated with the external service provider and the school improvement process. 

In cases where the provider is unable or unwilling to implement services effectively over time, the 

contract should address under what conditions the school or district can terminate the partnership. 



SCHOOLS AND DISTRICTS  

SHOULD WORK PRO-ACTIVELY  

TO BUILD INTERNAL CAPACITY  

AND WITH SUCCESSION  

PLANNING IN MIND. DURING  

IMPLEMENTATION, THE  

EXTERNAL SERVICE PROVIDER  

SHOULD FOCUS AS MUCH AS  

POSSIBLE ON BUILDING THE  

INTERNAL CAPACITY OF STAFF  

MEMBERS TO USE NEW  

STRATEGIES INDEPENDENTLY. 
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TURNOVER OF LEADERSHIP 

In beginning the implementation process, schools should 

seek support from the district for policies that promote the 

stability of school leadership. Some policies that could 

potentially enhance the success of implementation include a 

district guarantee that it will hire a principal who supports 

the provider’s service-delivery plans, or a district or school 

policy that offers incentives to principals who remain at their 

schools and continue to be effective leaders. 

TRAINING NEW TEACHERS 

One difficulty many schools face is teacher turnover. The 

contract should specify how incoming teachers will be 

trained after implementation has already begun. Because a 

provider’s training schedule may occur in two-year cycles, for example, contract provisions for 

training teachers coming in during the second year of implementation need to be discussed and 

agreed upon. 

The external service provider should also focus on building capacity with existing teachers so they 

can train new teachers on-site (e.g. train-the-trainer sessions). In addition to supporting long-term 

sustainability, this can also reduce the costs of having the provider train all incoming teachers. 



THE CONTRACT SHOULD  

EMPOWER THE DISTRICT  

TO DILIGENTLY MONITOR  

AND EVALUATE  

PERFORMANCE THROUGH  

REPORTING  

REQUIREMENTS, SITE  

VISITS OR INSPECTIONS,  

AND FINANCIAL AUDITS. 

 

 

specific needs? 

 Has the provider been able to fulfill its commitments this quarter, this semester, this year? 
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PART 6: MONITORING AND EVALUATING PERFORMANCE 

A strong contractual relationship exists when the contract addresses and the school or district holds 

the external service provider accountable for three primary areas of performance: 

 Student performance—Most importantly, the external service provider is accountable for 

academic results, specifically the UIP-aligned implementation benchmarks identified in the 

contract. 

 Financial performance—The external service provider is accountable for the degree to 

which it uses public and other funds properly in support of its improvement plan. 

 Legal performance—The external service provider is accountable for its compliance with 

statutory and regulatory requirements such as those governing special education and 

ELL, health and safety, facilities, fiscal compliance, and governance. 

A strong contract should specify measures and targets, implementation benchmarks, and a 

timetable for measurement. The contract should also detail the consequences if the external service 

provider fails to meet established performance targets. With a contract in place that specifies these 

accountability provisions, it is then the school and district’s responsibility to monitor and evaluate 

the provider’s progress towards meeting the targets and benchmarks. 

THE DISTRICT ROLE IN MONITORING AND EVALUATING THE PROVIDER’S PERFORMANCE  

The external service provider, school and district should 

intentionally plan for early discussion and midpoint check-ins 

to clarify the school/district/provider relationship and establish 

trust. The contract might outline a process for feedback and 

discussion to evaluate how things are going and allow 

midcourse corrections. 

The contract should then authorize districts to exercise 

appropriate interventions where performance lags 

expectations or, in extreme cases, revoke or terminate 

the contract. The contract should document in detail the 

circumstances and processes by which the district may 

intervene when the provider is not fulfilling its contractual 

obligations. 

In addition to the established interim benchmarks and annual targets used for holding an external 

service provider accountable, the district and school can ask the following questions as part of their 

monitoring responsibilities: 

 Is the external service provider proving effective in responding to our schools and students’ 
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 Is it proving to be a partnership that is bringing about the kind of positive impact 

expected in the initial agreement? 

 Is it proving to be a partnership that is welcome and supported by the staff? While good feelings 

and good relations are not always priorities in this hard work, significant challenges in the 

working relationship can lead to tensions and differences of opinion that impede progress. 

If the response to the above questions is negative, the partnership could be extended for a specific 

length of time—such as another quarter or half year--when there will be another review to determine 

if the partnership should be abandoned or withdrawn. In the case of a decision to terminate the 

contract, there may be controversy over the decision, hence the need for clear dispute resolution in 

the contract. 
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APPENDIX A: USEFUL RESOURCES 

RESOURCES ON WORKING WITH EXTERNAL SERVICE PROVIDERS 

Choosing an Education Contractor: A Guide to Assessing Financial and Organizational Capacity. Developed 

jointly by The Finance Project and the Comprehensive School Reform Quality (CSRQ) Center, 

operated by the American Institutes for Research (2006). (41 pages) Available: 

http://www.financeproject.org/publications/CSRQconsumerguide.pdf 

Choosing a Model and Types of Models: How to Find What Works for Your School. This Research Brief by 

the National Clearinghouse for Comprehensive School Reform (NCCSR) addresses the following 

questions: what are the types of models and how are they different, what should I look for in a 

model, and what process should I use to choose a model? (February 2002). Available: 

http://www.eric.ed.gov/PDFS/ED470758.pdf 

Choosing Success. Johns Hopkins University researcher Sam Stringfield provides guidance 

to help schools considering Comprehensive School Reform programs analyze their 

specific objectives and research base (1998). Available: 

http://www.aft.org/pdfs/americaneducator/fall1998/ChoosingSuccess.pdf 

Guide to Working with External Providers - Partnerships to Improve Teaching and Learning. Learning 

Point Associates, by Bryan Hassel and Lucy Steiner, Second Edition (September 2010). 

(106 pages) Available: http://www.learningpt.org/pdfs/External_Provider_Guide.pdf 

Guidelines for Ensuring the Quality of National Design-Based Assistance Providers. Created by 

a blue-ribbon panel of school board leaders and prominent education policymakers, 

this manual provides guidelines, a toolkit, and a checklist to ensure the quality of a 

chosen school reform model and its implementation (2000). 

http://www.naschools.org/contentViewer.asp?highlightID=48&catID=86  

Making Good Choices—A Guide for Schools and Districts. The North Central Regional 

Education Lab created this guide to aid in choosing the appropriate CSR program. 

Bryan Hassel; Revised and updated by Maria Ferguson (2002). (58 pages) Available: 

http://www.centerforcsri.org/pubs/mgcSchoolsandDistricts.pdf 

Selecting the Intervention Model and Partners/Providers for a Low-Achieving School; A Decision-

Making and Planning Tool for the Local Education Agency. The Center on Innovation & 

Improvement (Updated April 2011). Available: http://www.centerii.org/leamodel/  

Report of SIG funding to Colorado 

School Turnarounds in Colorado, by Public Impact, Julie Kowal and Joe Ableidinger (January 2011). 

Available: http://www.cde.state.co.us/FedPrograms/dl/ti_sitig_schturnarounds.pdf 

http://www.financeproject.org/publications/CSRQconsumerguide.pdf
http://www.eric.ed.gov/PDFS/ED470758.pdf
http://www.aft.org/pdfs/americaneducator/fall1998/ChoosingSuccess.pdf
http://www.learningpt.org/pdfs/External_Provider_Guide.pdf
http://www.naschools.org/contentViewer.asp?highlightID=48&catID=86
http://www.centerforcsri.org/pubs/mgcSchoolsandDistricts.pdf
http://www.centerii.org/leamodel/
http://www.cde.state.co.us/FedPrograms/dl/ti_sitig_schturnarounds.pdf
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KEY SOURCES – RECOMMENDED BY PUBLIC IMPACT IN ITS REPORT FOR CDE: 

“CONTRACTING WITH EXTERNAL PROVIDERS: GUIDANCE FOR DISTRICTS” 

Haft, W. (2009). “The Terms of the Deal: A Quality Charter School Contract Defined” (NACSA 

Issue Brief #18). National Association of Charter School Authorizers. 

Kowal, J. M., & Arkin, M. D. (2005). “Contracting with external education management 

providers.” In School Restructuring Options Under No Child Left Behind: What Works 

When? Naperville, IL: Learning Point Associates. Available: 

http://www.centerforcsri.org/pubs/restructuring/KnowledgeIssues3Contracting.pdf. 

Kowal, J. & Hassel, B. (2006). “Establishing the Right Relationship Terms.” In Starting Fresh 

in Low-Performing Schools. Chicago, IL: National Association of Charter School Authorizers. 

Available: http://www.qualitycharters.org/images/stories/Starting_Fresh_Series.pdf . 

Mass Insight Education & Research Institute (2010). Designing MOUs for Lead Partners. 

Available: http://www.massinsight.org/publications/stg- 

resources/83/file/1/pubs/2010/04/20/MOU_Lead_Partner_tool_2.17.10.pdf 

Mass Insight Education & Research Institute (2009). The Essential Conditions: 

Recommended Operational and Instructional Criteria for Partnership Zones. 

Available: http://www.massinsight.org/publications/stg-

resources/87/file/1/pubs/2010/04/20/Recommended_State_Criteria.pdf 

NACSA (2009). “Charter School Contracts” (NACSA Policy Guide). National Association 

of Charter School Authorizers. Available: 

http://www.qualitycharters.org/images/stories/Charter_School_Contracts.pdf 

Rhim, L.M. (2005). “Restructuring Schools in Chester Upland, Pennsylvania: An Analysis of State 

Restructuring Efforts” (ECS Policy Brief). Education Commission of the States. Available: 

http://www.ecs.org/clearinghouse/57/93/5793.pdf 

http://www.centerforcsri.org/pubs/restructuring/KnowledgeIssues3Contracting.pdf.
http://www.qualitycharters.org/images/stories/Starting_Fresh_Series.pdf
http://www.massinsight.org/publications/stg-
http://www.massinsight.org/publications/stg-resources/87/file/1/pubs/2010/04/20/Recommended_State_Criteria.pdf
http://www.massinsight.org/publications/stg-resources/87/file/1/pubs/2010/04/20/Recommended_State_Criteria.pdf
http://www.qualitycharters.org/images/stories/Charter_School_Contracts.pdf
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GENERAL OVERVIEW:  AURORA PUBLIC SCHOOLS PILOT SCHOOLS 
(Note: For specifics on operations of Pilot Schools refer to Article 44 of the Negotiated 
Agreement between the district and the Aurora Education Association (provided as 
Appendix A) as well as the Aurora Public Schools Pilot Schools Manual available at the 
APS website).  
 
In 2007, Aurora Education Association and Aurora Public Schools leadership introduced 
an innovative approach -- pilot schools -- as a way to increase teacher leadership in 
Aurora Public Schools (APS).  Based on a model developed in the Boston Public 
School District and more recently in the Los Angeles Unified School District, AEA and 
district leadership agreed that APS should become a Pilot School district as an effective 
vehicle for school reform.   
 
Both AEA and the school district administrators believe the innovations in the Pilot 
School structure are a perfect match for the goals outlined in VISTA 2015 – Aurora 
Public Schools strategic plan.  The Pilot model embodies teacher and community 
empowerment. 
 

 The purpose of Pilot Schools is to promote educational innovation and increase 
student success and achievement while offering a choice to teachers and 
parents.  

 
 The goal of Pilot Schools is simple: provide schools with autonomy and 

maximum control over their resources in exchange for increased accountability.  
The anticipated outcome is increased student achievement.  Pilot Schools are 
given more freedom but, in return, their students are expected to attain higher 
levels of student achievement that exceed district averages when compared to 
district schools with similar demographics.  Pilot Schools are free from many 
constraints in order to be more innovative, empower teachers and engage the 
community.  Pilot Schools are exempt from most district policies (except those 
mandated by law or regulation) and are exempt from many teacher contract work 
rules defined by the negotiated agreement. (Teachers are entitled to the same 
salary and benefits of other teachers in the district and retain their seniority and 
transfer rights.)  Pilot Schools have collaborative cultures that support staff and 
administration working together to best meet the needs of students and families 
of their school. 

 
 Pilot Schools can be at any grade level:  elementary, middle or high.  The only 

requirement is that no Pilot School can be larger than 600 students.  For larger 
schools, this means creating separate schools within an existing facility.  Each 
school would have its own staff and budget with different programmatic focus. 

 

SECTION I 
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By encouraging ownership of the school by staff and families and by engaging the 
community, the educational and learning environment of Pilot Schools in APS will 
provide choices for staff and parents.  In addition, Pilot Schools can provide models of 
educational excellence to foster educational reform throughout Aurora Public Schools.  
By offering increased choice and more options within the district, some parents may not 
feel compelled to seek outside charters or private schools to meet the needs of their 
students.   
 
Pilot Schools are part of the larger district but share common features that make them 
unique.  Pilot Schools are expected to promote educational innovation and increase 
student success and achievement while offering empowerment to staff and parents.  
Pilot Schools are granted the flexibility to be free from most district policies, such as 
calendar configuration, schedule, textbook selection, instructional guidelines and district 
professional learning.  Article 44 in the Negotiated Agreement confirms the expectations 
for teachers working in Pilot Schools.  Teachers working in Pilot Schools are not subject 
to the entire teacher contract except in the basic areas of salary and benefits, district 
seniority rights, normal rights of transfer as well as provisions and identified Article 44. 
As a result, teachers (and other staff) choose (elect) to work at any Pilot School.  No 
existing school will be allowed to convert to a Pilot School without support of two-thirds 
of the licensed staff.  Classified staff and parents are also given opportunities to provide 
support for conversion to a Pilot School.  
 
A Joint Steering Committee (JSC) oversees and supports Pilot Schools and is 
empowered to make necessary decisions.  JSC membership includes:  the Aurora 
Education Association president, the Uniserv Director (or designee), the superintendent 
(or designee), the Chief of Equity and Learning, three teachers selected by AEA, three 
administrators selected by School Executives of Aurora, one classified representative 
selected by the Classified Employee Council and one parent selected by the District 
Accountability Advisory Committee.  The superintendent (or designee), the Chief of 
Equity and Learning and the AEA president are standing members of the committee.   
 
The Joint Steering Committee monitors the application process, reviews requests and 
makes recommendations to the Board of Education for final approval for a school to 
become a Pilot site. The JSC must approve an application by a two-thirds majority.  The 
Joint Steering Committee is responsible for carefully monitoring proposals for projected 
enrollments.  The JSC will expect Pilot Schools to strive for AEA membership levels 
aligned with district-wide membership averages.   
 
The JSC ensures support and guidance through the entire process leading to requests 
and approval.  Once the JSC approves a school’s application, the JSC will coordinate 
implementation, monitor budget agreements, provide support and serve as a liaison 
between Pilot Schools and the district.  The JSC is involved in the accountability 
process to monitor the ongoing success of Pilot Schools and conducts an annual walk 
through at the school.  The JSC oversees Pilot Schools to ensure they are preparing 
students for state mandated tests as well as participating in the school review process 
to ensure that yearly benchmarks each school has set for increased student 
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performance are met. In the fall following the third year of implementation, each Pilot 
School’s state scores are expected to exceed district averages when compared to “like 
schools” – schools with similar demographics. The JSC conducts a School Quality 
Review to confirm progress and recommend to the Board of Education whether the 
school should maintain its Pilot School status. 
 
 
 
 

ESSENTIAL FEATURES OF PILOT SCHOOLS 

Types of Pilot Schools 

 
There are three types of Pilot Schools: 
 

1. Conversion schools: These are existing APS schools, including existing charter 
schools, which may choose to become Pilot Schools. The interest to convert 
must be discussed with staff to provide awareness, gauge interest and collect 
input.  Then the school must conduct a confidential written survey of all licensed 
staff members, including administration, who work 50 percent or more of their 
assignment at the school.  If the survey demonstrates support, a design team will 
be formed and should be representative of various areas of expertise and 
experience.  Design team members make a commitment of their intent to be on 
the staff of the Pilot School should it be approved.  Then the design team will 
develop a proposal to present to all staff. APS schools can move forward to 
request a recommendation for Pilot School status through a two-thirds majority 
vote of licensed staff (teachers and administrators).  All licensed staff members 
who work 50 percent or more of their assignment at the school will be eligible to 
vote by secret ballot.  The proposal must include the proposed Annual Election-
to-Work Agreement.  (Once the Board of Education grants pilot status, the 
Governing Board of the Pilot School will be responsible for ensuring that every 
licensed staff member signs a final Annual Election-to-Work Agreement.)  The 
school should also seek support for conversion from both the school’s 
accountability committee and classified staff.   

 
 At the time of application, the conversion school may not exceed 600 students 
 based on projections for the following year. The design team’s proposal will be 
 submitted to the Joint Steering Committee for review.  The JSC then issues a 
 recommendation to the design team for revision or to the Board of Education 
 for approval.  The JSC is responsible for carefully monitoring proposals for 
 projected enrollments. There are no extra operating funds provided  to 
 conversion schools from the district. 
 
2. New, start-up schools: New schools may form a design team that includes APS 

staff to submit a proposal to the Joint Steering Committee.  Start-up schools 
developed through the pilot process must have appropriate, district-approved 

SECTION II 
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facilities and would receive the same allocation for furniture, computers, supplies 
as any new school within the district and for the first year would receive a district 
start-up budget based on a per pupil formula.  The design team becomes the de-
facto Governing Board until the staff is hired and it is reasonable to hold an 
election for the Governing Board.  Therefore, it is imperative that the design team 
include Aurora Education Association members in order to meet the expectations 
of membership for governing boards. 

 
The proposal must include the proposed Annual Election-to-Work Agreement.  
(Once the Board of Education grants pilot status, the Governing Board of the 
Pilot School will be responsible for ensuring that every licensed staff member 
signs a final Annual Election-to-Work Agreement.)  The proposal will be 
submitted to the Joint Steering Committee for review who issues a 
recommendation to the  Board  of Education for approval.  The JSC is 
responsible for carefully monitoring proposals for projected enrollments.   

 
3. Conversion of a separate school within the same facility: If a large school 

has a significant number of staff interested in becoming a Pilot School, they may 
be able to convert part of an existing facility to a Pilot School. The interest to 
convert within the school will be presented to all staff at the school for discussion 
and input.  Then the school must conduct a confidential written survey of all 
licensed staff members, including administration, who work 50 percent or more of 
their assignment at the school.  If the survey demonstrates support, the design 
team will be formed and should be representative of various areas of expertise 
and experience.  Design team members make a commitment of their intent to be 
on the staff of the Pilot School should it be approved.  Then the design team will 
develop a proposal to present to all staff. APS schools can move forward to 
request a recommendation for Pilot School status through a two-thirds majority 
vote of licensed staff (teachers and administrators).  All licensed staff members 
who work 50 percent or more of their assignment at the school will be eligible to 
vote by secret ballot.  The proposal must include the proposed Annual Election-
to-Work Agreement.  The school should also seek support for conversion from 
both the school’s accountability committee and classified staff.   

 
This conversion allows existing schools who do not fit within the small size 
guidelines of 600 students to create a Pilot School at the site.  This would create 
another school within the same facility.  Each school would have its own principal 
and faculty and budget with different programmatic focus.  There could be two or 
more distinct schools sharing a facility and each school would be assigned its 
own school code by CDE.  There are no extra operating funds provided to 
conversion schools from the district. The design team becomes the de-facto 
governing board until the staff is hired and it is reasonable to hold an election for 
the governing board.  Therefore, it is imperative that the design team include 
Aurora Education Association members in order to meet the expectations  of 
membership for governing boards. 
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Pilot Schools are driven by a common vision and a set of defining essential 
features.  Each school must have a unifying vision and mission that is 
reflected in all school practices and structures, including curriculum, 
policies, schedule, professional learning and family engagement. 

 
The following four essential features must be in place to ensure success, or SAGE:  
Small Size, Accountability, Governing Autonomy and Equity. 
 

1. Small Size  
 

Small size is a key feature of Pilot Schools.  Pilot Schools make the commitment not 
to exceed 600 students (or fewer, depending upon the program capacity of the 
school) in order to foster a nurturing environment where staff can meet the learning 
needs of every student.  The schools must have a unifying vision with a clear 
mission and hold themselves accountable for success.  There should be a 
personalized learning environment for students.  The goal is to ensure low student-
to-classroom teacher ratios that take into account the actual teacher load.  There 
should be staff collaboration in planning and a collaborative culture that includes 
staff, families, community and students (when age appropriate).   

 
2. Accountability 
 
In exchange for increased autonomy, Pilot Schools are held to higher levels of 
accountability.  In addition to ongoing assessments, every three years each Pilot 
School must undertake a School Quality Review process based on a set of common 
benchmarks for a high-performing school.  The accountability requires both internal 
and external reviews.  Pilot Schools are expected to exceed district averages on 
state tests when compared to like schools with similar demographics and show 
continued improvement in areas of attendance, reduction in mobility, fewer discipline 
concerns, and (for high school) increase in graduation rates as well as an increase 
in college enrollment or post-secondary career training. 
 
A Joint Steering Committee (JSC) oversees and supports Pilot Schools. JSC 
membership would include: the Aurora Education Association president, the UniServ 
director, the superintendent (or designee), a district-level representative from the 
Division of Instruction, three teachers selected by AEA, three administrators selected 
by School Executives of Aurora and one classified representative selected by the 
Classified Employee Council. Liaisons may be requested to join on an as-needed 
basis to provide relevant expertise. 
 
The JSC is responsible for monitoring the application process, reviewing requests 
and making recommendations to the Board of Education for final approval for a 
school to become a pilot site as well as revoke pilot status.   The JSC monitors 
budget agreements and provides support and serves as a liaison between Pilot 
Schools and the district.  The JSC ensures Pilot Schools are meeting the yearly 
benchmarks each school has set for increased student performance and is involved 
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in the accountability as part of the School Quality Review in the fall following three 
full school years of implementation.  The JSC oversees any policy waiver requests 
following initial Board of Education approval of Pilot status. 
 
3. Governing Autonomy 

 
Schools must have maximum control over key areas if they are to create innovative 
education programs but, in return, must accept increased accountability.  Expected 
results include higher levels of student engagement and academic performance that 
exceed district averages.  All Pilot Schools are granted autonomy for staffing, 
budget, curriculum and assessment, professional learning, governance and 
schedule for students and staff.  Each of these autonomous areas is interrelated, is 
critical to the success of Pilot Schools and must be considered as a whole.  Pilot 
Schools utilize shared decision making.  Although they must follow state and federal 
laws, they have the ability to be flexible about how staff is employed and how the 
daily and yearly calendar and schedule for students and staff are constructed.  The 
schools are expected to follow the required minimum number of teacher contract 
and student contact time but may organize those days to fit their vision and mission.  
If staff works more than the number of days set by the district, they do so as outlined 
in the Annual Election-to-Work Agreement.   

 
4. Equity 
 
Pilot Schools should reflect similar demographics as the neighborhoods they serve.  
Neighborhood Pilot Schools will enroll all students within their boundaries.  When 
considering open enrollments effort must be made to enroll students who are 
representative of the district as a whole. This includes race/ethnicity, free or reduced 
lunch eligibility, mainstream special education and English language proficiency.  
Pilot Schools must be committed to ensuring success for all students with a vision 
and mission that expresses a focus on equity.  Pilot Schools may not screen based 
on student achievement.   

Pilot Schools Conditions of Autonomy 

 
Pilot Schools have certain autonomy from Aurora Public Schools’ policies and from 
Aurora Education Association contract provisions.  The goal of these autonomies is to 
enable Pilot Schools to become models of educational excellence that will help to foster 
widespread educational reform throughout all of the Aurora Public Schools.   
 
(1) Governance:  Each school must have a Governing Board that is a representative 
body and has responsibility for hiring and evaluating the principal (with final approval by 
the superintendent).  The Governing Board approves the annual budget and oversees 
the educational and operational policies at the school.  Using a shared decision making 
model and guided by the school’s vision and mission, the Governing Board makes 
decisions relating to class size, schedule, length of school day and school year and the 
amount and type of required professional development for teachers at the school. 
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The Governing Board ensures adherence to agreed upon working conditions (within the 
annual Election-to-Work Agreement) that include time worked and rights and 
responsibilities of staff.  This document is known as the Election-to-Work Agreement 
(ETWA) because staff must “elect” or choose to work at any Pilot School. Assignments 
are on a year-to-year basis.  The ETWA must be collaboratively developed and must be 
approved by two thirds of teachers. Teachers at an existing school that converts to a 
Pilot School may choose to transfer out of the school.  Others could be asked to transfer 
if their jobs are eliminated or converted in order to support the vision and mission of the 
school.  In both cases, teachers maintain at least the same transfer rights as any other 
teacher in the district.  Staff receives the same pay and benefits and accrues seniority, 
as would any district employee. 
 
(2) Budget: The impact of Pilot School status is expected to be cost neutral on the 
district.  Pilot Schools receive the same funding as other comparable schools within the 
district but also have access to identified discretionary income for district services which 
the Pilot Schools may or may not decide to access.  Pilot Schools receive their funding 
as a lump sum based on the per pupil budget in accordance with equivalent budgets at 
other district schools with similar enrollment and grade span.  This budget includes 
salaries and all other specified discretionary funds.  The lump sum can be used as 
dictated by the school’s vision and mission. 
 
Pilots determine how to allocate funds for staffing and scheduling decisions to realize 
their vision and mission of improved student learning.  Discretionary funds might include 
district allocations to schools for such things as textbooks, instructional coaches, and 
professional development.  Outside sources of funding from grants, partnerships and 
foundations should be aggressively pursued to supplement the budget. 
 
(3) Staffing:  Pilot Schools have the freedom to hire and release their staff (including 
the principal) annually in order to ensure a unified school community that supports the 
vision and mission of the school.  Teachers at a Pilot School who are not a match to the 
vision and mission can be required to transfer.  The staffing plan is based on student 
needs and staff must be hired and retained accordingly.  Assignment of staff at Pilot 
Schools is on a year-to-year basis.  There is no job security at the site, but teachers 
retain seniority and transfer rights within the district.  The Election-to-Work Agreement 
outlines working conditions at the school and must be collaboratively developed and 
approved by two thirds of teachers who work 50 percent or more of their assignment at 
the school. 
 
(4) Curriculum and Assessment:  Pilot Schools have flexibility to determine the 
school’s curriculum and assessment practices.  They are held accountable for all 
federal and state-mandated tests.  Pilot Schools are expected to prepare students to 
take these mandated assessments. 
 
Pilot Schools do not have to follow the district curriculum requirements so that they may 
choose what content to cover and how to cover it.  Schools are encouraged to create 
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more personalized environments, including small class sizes, small teacher loads, and 
small learning communities.  The school will select professional development to reflect 
the vision and mission of the school. Pilot Schools must demonstrate sustained growth 
through years one and two and exceed district averages by year three. Should the Pilot 
School not attain the agreed upon goals, the district will work with the school to 
transition out of its status as a Pilot School during the fourth year. 
 
(5) Schedule:   In order to support school reform and increase student achievement, 
Pilot Schools must have the right to implement flexible schedules, including different 
student days than those identified by the district and different calendar constructs for 
both staff and students.  Pilot Schools should organize the schedule to maximize 
learning time for students and ensure time for staff planning and professional 
development.  They must be in control of their time in order to restructure the day to 
meet the vision and mission of the school. Pilot Schools are required to meet the 
Colorado Department of Education accreditation requirements as well as to meet or 
exceed district expectations for student contact hours.  
 
 
 
 
 
SEQUENCE FOR BECOMING A PILOT SCHOOL 
 
Guidelines for Submitting Letters of Intent to the Chief of Equity and 
Learning 
 

1. Persons considering Pilot School status should meet to determine interest and 
once interest is confirmed, they should prepare a presentation for staff to explain 
and ensure understanding of the Pilot School structure and process. 

 
2. Conversion schools and separate schools within the same facility must have 

support from licensed staff to form a design team to develop a proposal for the 
entire staff.   
 

3. Using a confidential, written survey, all licensed staff that works 50 percent or 
more of their assignment at the school must be asked whether there is 
conceptual support to form a design team.  The results of the anonymous written 
survey will ensure there is sufficient support to move forward.   
 

4. Start-up schools must identify that the site being considered for the school 
complies with appropriate, district-approved facility guidelines and meets all legal 
requirements for public schools.  The design team must include APS staff with 
appropriate AEA membership for becoming the de facto Governing Board once 
the proposal is approved. 

 

SECTION III 
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5. Once the school can demonstrate support for a design team to develop a 
proposal, the letter of intent should be sent to the Pilot Schools Joint Steering 
Committee in care of the Deputy Superintendent.   The letter of intent must 
include the following: 

 
 Type of Pilot School requested (conversion, start-up or separate school 

within the same facility. 
 Results of the confidential, written survey of staff to determine interest to 

proceed if a conversion school or separate school within the same facility. 
 Confirmation of who is originating the request. 

 
6. The person(s) who first presented the idea will ensure that a design team is 

formed that is open to all interested staff and determine final membership that 
best represents the school.  Since this is a voluntary initiative, there is no 
requirement to pay persons interested in pursuing Pilot School status.  
Recertification credit may be offered instead of compensation.  It is the 
responsibility of the school to determine if there will be compensation for the 
design team work.  If members are paid, the school whose budget is affected 
may limit the number of representatives on the design team.   

 
7. Once the design team completes the proposal, including the proposed Annual 

Election-to-Work Agreement, the proposal must be voted on using a secret ballot 
by all licensed staff, including administrators, who work 50 percent or more of 
their assignment at the school.  The Aurora Education Association representative 
at the school must conduct the secret ballot vote.  The vote on the proposal and 
the Annual Election-to-Work Agreement must pass by a two-thirds majority in 
order to submit the proposal to the Joint Steering Committee (JSC).  Although 
not part of the vote, classified staff and the school accountability committee 
should have an opportunity for input prior to submitting the proposal.  New, start-
up schools do not have a constituency to present to for a vote, but the proposal 
must contain a proposed Annual Election-to-Work Agreement.  (Once Pilot 
School status is granted to any type of Pilot School, the final Annual Election-to-
Work Agreement must be voted on by the licensed teaching staff that will work at 
the Pilot School and must pass by two-thirds and be voted on annually.)  Staff at 
new start-up schools would accept the initial Annual Election-to-Work Agreement 
as submitted in the RFP as a condition of hire upon acceptance of a job offer. 

 
8. Once, the written proposal is submitted to the Joint Steering Committee, a 

discussion on the proposal is scheduled with the JSC and the design team as an 
opportunity for questions and clarifications. In addition to the proposal, the design 
team must submit a PowerPoint that summarizes the proposal.  The Joint 
Steering Committee reviews the final proposal and: (a) forwards to Board of 
Education for approval, or (b) returns to the design team with feedback and 
recommendations for re-submitting at another date for another review and vote. 
The JSC must approve an application by a two-thirds majority. 
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9.  The Board of Education makes the final decision on allowing the school to   
become a Pilot School.  

 
 
 
SUPPORT PROVIDED TO PILOT SCHOOLS 

 
From the Aurora Public Schools: 
 

 A lump-sum per pupil budget 
 Discretionary services as requested or purchased 

 All services not identified as discretionary services 

 Encouragement and support as requested to succeed 
 
From the Aurora Education Association: 
 

 Continued representation of teachers within the district 
 Agreement to waive specified contract provisions as identified in Article 44 of 

the Master Agreement 
 Involvement and guidance as requested 

 
What the Aurora Public Schools, the Aurora Education Association and the 
Aurora Community Will Expect of You: 
 

 Increased accountability 

 Evidence of improved student achievement and engagement 
 High quality teaching and learning environments 

 A belief that every student can attend college 

 Increased parent and community engagement 
 
 

 
 
PILOT SCHOOL APPLICATION  
 
The Aurora Public Schools (APS) requests proposals for the creation of Pilot Schools in 
accordance with the conditions for becoming a Pilot School as stipulated in the APS 
Pilot Schools Request for Proposals and the APS Pilot Schools Manual.  The 
proposals must be organized in the following format and be accompanied by a 
Power Point presentation that will be presented to the Pilot Schools Joint 
Steering Committee as part of the recommendation process.  All sections must 
be completed or explanations provided for not responding. 

 
1. Overview of the Pilot School 

A. Name of the school 

SECTION IV 

SECTION V 
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B. Type of Pilot School (conversion, start-up or conversion to a separate 
school within the same facility) 

C. Location 
D. Narrative describing how the autonomies granted to Pilot Schools will 

make this school unique  
E. Narrative describing a typical student day 
 

2. Design Team Profile and Planning Process 
A. Identify who is on the Design Team to establish this Pilot School 
B. Confirm timeline and feasibility of opening by the target date 
C. Provide written information that confirms date and outcome of meeting 

with Chief of Support Services to determine estimated facility costs related 
to becoming a Pilot School  

 
3. School Vision 

A.  Statements of the vision and mission 
B.  Narrative of the school’s core values and principles 

 
4. Key Characteristics 

A. Describe the programmatic scope of school and, if applicable, community 
interest and participation in establishing this Pilot School.  (From 
community, provide letters of support.) 

B. Explain how the school will be organized and structured 
C. The school calendar and daily schedule for both staff and students 
D. The proposed class sizes and teacher-student loads 
 

5. Pilot School Governance Structure 
A. How the governance structure will support the goals and objectives of the 

plan 
B. Governing Board membership and responsibilities 
C. Matrix for the structures that will be in place to make decisions with 

identification of who is responsible for which decisions 
D. Description of process for staff input into decisions 
 

6. Budget 
A. Proposed budget 
B. Strategies for additional fundraising 

 
7. Curriculum and Instruction 

A. The school’s instructional core practices and what teaching will look like  
B. Specific strategies for addressing the needs of diverse learners including 

ELA, Gifted and Talented, special needs, etc. 
C. Examples of possible framework/structures for curriculum 
 

8. Student Assessment  
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A. Explain what formative and summative measures you will use to 
determine student progress and instructional needs 

B. Describe how you will prepare your students for all state mandated tests  
C. For high schools, describe the proposed graduation requirements (they 

must meet or exceed district requirements) 
 
9. Leadership and Staff Selection 

A. Describe the proposed staffing plan for the school 
B. Explain the proposed leadership structure 
C. Identify the expectations for leadership and staff 
D. Describe the evaluation process for teachers and leadership if different 

from APS (evaluation must follow district’s but can exceed) 
 
10.  Annual Election-to-Work Agreement 

A. Complete the template for the Annual Election-to-Work Agreement 
attached to this application. The agreement must contain the terms of 
employment including the work day and work year, school schedule and 
identification of supplemental hours and tasks necessary to complete the 
mission of the school.   

B. Outline job responsibilities in the Agreement 
C. Identify a dispute resolution process (or the process outlined in the 

Memorandum of Understanding). 
 
11.  Professional Learning and Support 

A. Explain the goals and process for developing the professional culture of 
the school  

B.  Describe the proposed plan for providing staff with professional learning 
and an outline for how professional learning will occur (specifics for time 
and schedule must be in the Annual Election-to-Work Agreement) 

 
12.  Student Support 

A. Describe both the academic and affective supports that will be provided to 
students 

B. Identify any extra and/or co-curricular activities that will be provided to 
students 

C. Describe how students will be engaged in character development, 
diversity appreciation and conflict resolution 

 
13.  Family and Community Engagement 

A. Explain how families will be involved in their children’s education 
B. Describe the proposed community engagement plan  
C. Outline anticipated community partnerships at  the school 

 
14.  Safe and Secure Campus 

A. Describe how safety and security will be ensured for staff and students 
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APPLICATION GUIDELINES 
 
Schools must identify which type of Pilot School is being requested: (1) conversion 
schools; (2) new, start-up schools; or (3) conversion of a separate school within the 
same facility.  (See descriptions of each in overview.) 
 
Students Enrolled at Pilot School 
 
Neighborhood Pilot Schools will enroll all students within their boundaries.  At the time 
of application, the conversion school may not exceed 500 students based on projections 
for the following year. 
 
Eligible Design Team Members 
 
Design Teams must include members who are part of the educators, parents, students 
and or community representatives within the attendance area for the requested Pilot 
School.  They may also include individuals and organizations outside of Aurora Public 
Schools. 
 
Compliance with State and Federal Laws 
 
Every approved Pilot School must comply with all federal and state laws and regulations 
and court orders.  Their operating agreement must acknowledge Aurora Public Schools 
responsibilities to ensure quality of education offered, protect the rights and interests of 
students and staff, and oversee the expenditure of public funds. 
 
Accreditation 
 
Approved Pilot Schools must maintain accreditation status as required by the Colorado 
Department of Education within state statute.   
 
Revocation of Pilot School Status 
 
The Aurora Public Schools retains the right to close a Pilot School at any time if the 
Board of Education determines that the Pilot School is not fulfilling agreed upon 
obligations outlined in the application. This includes but is not limited to failure to 
increase student achievement, malfeasance, fiscal irregularities or violation of state or 
federal laws or as recommended by the Joint Steering Committee. 
 
 
 
 
 

SECTION VI 
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APPLICATION, SELECTION PROCESS AND TIMELINE 
 
There are two opportunities to submit proposals for opening a Pilot School for 
2015-16 school year.  
 
The first time line is (no later than the dates indicated without permission):   

 April 15, 2014  Letter of Intent Due to Chief of Equity and Learning 
 September 19, 2014 Proposal due to JSC via Chief of Equity and Learning 
 October 6,  2014  Review by Joint Steering Committee 
 November 4, 2014  Action by Board of Education 

 
The second time line is (no later than the dates indicated without permission):  

 September 22, 2014 Letter of Intent Due to Chief of Equity and Learning 
 January 16, 2015  Proposal Due to JSC via Chief of Equity and Learning  
 February 9, 2015  Review by Joint Steering Committee 
 March 3, 2015  Action by Board of Education 

 
There are two opportunities to submit proposals for opening a Pilot School for 
2016-17 school year.  
 
The first time line is (no later than the dates indicated without permission):   

 April 15, 2015  Letter of Intent Due 
 September 18, 2015 Proposal due to JSC via Chief of Equity and Learning 
 October 5,  2015  Review by Joint Steering Committee 
 November 5, 2015  Action by Board of Education 

 
The second time line is (no later than the dates indicated without permission):  

 September 21, 2015 Letter of Intent Due to Chief of Equity and Learning 
 December 19, 2015  Proposal Due to JSC via Chief of Equity and Learning 
 January 11, 2016  Review by Joint Steering Committee 
 February 18, 2016  Action  by Board of Education 

 
 
Completed RFPs will be reviewed by the Joint Steering Committee which must have a 
two-thirds affirmative vote to recommend to the Board of Education for approval.  No 
Pilot School can be established without the recommendation of the JSC and action by 
the Aurora Public Schools Board of Education.   
 
Send Letter of Intent and the 
completed application to Chief 
of Equity and Learning – Aurora 
Public Schools. 

 
 

 

SECTION VII 
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Article 44 

 
ARTICLE 44  

Pilot Schools 
 
The Aurora Education Association and the APS Board support the establishment of 
Pilot Schools in APS.  The purpose of establishing Pilot Schools is to provide additional 
models of educational excellence that will help to foster innovation throughout APS. 
Pilot Schools must reflect the four essential features of 1) small size, 2) accountability, 
3) governing autonomy, and 4) equity.  The Pilot Schools model of teacher 
empowerment, parent engagement, and student achievement is a voluntary model that 
brings decision making and accountability closest to those who directly engage students 
in the school.  The parties hope to encourage creativity and innovation among school 
staff and community members and thereby improve student performance.  The 
Association and Board agree that bargaining unit employees in Pilot Schools shall be 
governed as follows.  
 
A. Scope  

 
During the term of this contract, the parties agree to the goal of a maximum of eight 
Pilot Schools by 2017 unless otherwise agreed to by the Joint Steering Committee.   
 
New Pilot Schools may result from conversions (including creation of a separate 
school within the same facility) and newly created schools. 

 
B. Association Responsibilities and Participation  
 

Pilot Schools staff are expected to participate in the ongoing activities of the 
Association, including election of an AEA Building Representative who will be 
responsible for conducting the following: (1) Association elections; (2) elections to 
convert a traditional school to a pilot school; (3) elections to approve the annual 
Election to Work Agreement and (4) elections of teachers to the Governing Board. 
Pilot Schools are expected to maintain AEA membership levels similar to the district-
wide percentage of Association membership.  The Association shall be responsible 
for Association member recruitment and retention efforts within Pilot Schools to 
ensure association responsibilities are met at each site.  Meeting time will be 
provided at each site for Association leadership to fulfill this responsibility.  The 
Association President will assign Association members to serve on the Joint 
Steering Committee.  

 
C. Status of APS Employees Who Work in Pilot Schools  
 
All AEA bargaining unit members who elect to work in Pilot Schools shall maintain their 

full status as members of the AEA Bargaining unit and as employees of the District.  
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1. These employees shall continue to receive, at a minimum, their salary and all 
benefits (including but not limited to all leave and insurance benefits) set forth in 
the Collective Bargaining Agreement between the District and AEA ("Master 
Agreement"), as well as all PERA benefits. 

 
2. These employees shall continue to be subject to the rights, protections, 

obligations and duties applicable to licensed employees under Colorado law, 
including, but not limited to, the membership in the Public Employee Retirement 
Association. 

 
3. These employees shall continue to accrue seniority as provided in the Master 

Agreement. 
 
4. These employees shall continue to attain and maintain status as set forth in 

Colorado law and the Master Agreement (e.g., temporary, probationary, non-
probationary, etc.).  

 
D. Working Conditions in Pilot Schools  

 
All employees shall work in Pilot Schools on a voluntary basis. Such employees may 
request a voluntary transfer to another district school by March 2, and if such 
request is made by a non-probationary teacher it shall be granted. If a teacher is 
released involuntarily from a Pilot School during the term of this agreement, the 
teacher shall be transferred to a vacancy for which that teacher is qualified. “Good 
cause” under Article 18, section C of the Master Agreement shall be deemed to be 
established in cases of involuntary transfers from Pilot Schools. In addition, “Good 
cause” must also be established as it relates to the functioning of a Pilot School, 
including, but not limited to, not aligning with the school’s vision and mission or not 
supporting the work and/or purpose of Pilot School operations. 
 
 
Teachers at Pilot Schools shall retain all the rights under Article 18 (Teacher 
Transfers) to which teachers in traditional schools are entitled. In addition, teachers 
who transfer voluntarily from Pilot Schools by March 2 shall have the rights outlined 
in Article 18.C., sections 3 & 4 (rights which are ordinarily reserved for involuntary 
transfers). Also, teachers who are transferred involuntarily shall have the rights 
outlined in Article 18.B., sections 1 through 8 (rights which are ordinarily reserved for 
voluntary transfers).  
 
Notwithstanding any indication in the foregoing paragraphs to the contrary, 
probationary teachers in Pilot Schools may be non-renewed according to the same 
timelines and processes as teachers in traditional schools, and in such cases they 
will not have the guarantee of another position in a traditional District school by 
reason of submitting a transfer request. 
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Pilot Schools shall continue to follow state and federal laws and regulations, but 
shall still strive for a model of collaboration and shared decision-making at the 
school site, embodying freedoms from locally imposed constraints. To that end, Pilot 
Schools shall be exempt from all Board Rules and District policies recommended by 
the Joint Steering Committee and approved by the Board of Education Note: BOE 
must approve waiver from district policy -- some policies (like child abuse, sexual 
harassment, pay for administrator and classified employee etc.) will apply, unless 
waived by the Joint Steering Committee and approved  by the Board of Education, 
and shall likewise be exempt from the provisions of the Master Agreement specified 
below. A non-probationary teacher may not be dismissed as a result of the existence 
of Pilot Schools.  
 
1. As expressly set forth below, most of the provisions of the Master Agreement 

shall remain in full force and effect in Pilot Schools at all times during this 
agreement. The following cannot be waived or in any way modified by the 
Governing Board of a pilot school, and shall continue to apply with full force to 
unit members who work in Pilot Schools:  
 
The following articles shall apply in their entirety:  

 Articles 1 through 10  
 (Article 1–Definitions; Article 2–Recognition; Article 3–Negotiations 

Procedures; Article 4 –No Strikes; Article 5–Board Rights; Article 6–
District Policies; Article 7–Teacher Rights; Article 8–Association 
Privileges; Article 9–Dues Deductions; Article 10–Association President & 
Leave Days) 

 Article 12  - Educational Advances 
 Articles 19 through 34  
 (Article 19–Reduction in Force; Article 20–Conference Release Time; 

Article 21–Visitation Release Time; Article 22–Leaves of Absence; 
General; Article 23–Paid Leave; Article 24–Health Leave Bank; Article 25–
Parental Leave; Article 26–Bereavement Leave; Article 27–Workers’ 
Compensation Leave; Article 28–Jury Duty & Witness Leave; Article 29–
Professional Leave; Article 30–Military Leave; Article 31–Appointive & 
Elective Office Leave; Article 32–Leave Without Pay; Article 33–Special 
Leave; Article 34–Medical Examinations) 

 Articles 36 through 38 
 (Article 36–Employee Personnel Files; Article 37–Discipline; Article 38–

Teacher Protection)  
 Articles 42 & 43  
 (Article 42–Admission to School Activities; Article 43–Grievance 
Procedures) 
 Articles 46 through 48  

(Article 46–Savings; Article 47–Entire Agreement; Article 48–Term of 
Agreement) 

 
The following articles shall apply to the extent specified below:  
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 Article 11- Compensation  
• Section 1, the third sentence shall not apply.  
• Section 3 shall not apply.  
• Sections 7 and 8, as they relate to pay for Appendix B and C 

assignments, shall apply with the understanding that the teacher’s 
assignment at the pilot school must be substantially the same as that 
in other district schools to receive the pay.  

• Sections 18, 19, 20 and 21 shall not apply.  
 Article 13 – Teacher Duty Day & Teaching Hours, only section 6 will apply.  
 Article 14 – Teaching Assignments,  
 Article 15 – Teaching & Learning Conditions, 
Miscellaneous, number 1 will apply.  
 Article 16 – Department Chairpersons, only sections 1 and 3 will apply.  
 Article 18 – Teacher Transfers  
 Article 35 – Performance Evaluation, this article will apply with the 

understanding that a Pilot School could establish additional evaluative 
processes as long as they are in addition to the district-approved 
evaluation.  

 
The following articles shall not apply:  

 Article 17 - School Paraeducators  
 Article 39 – Instructional Advisory Meetings 
 Article 40 & 41 - Building Council/Leadership Teams  
 Article 45 - Foreign Teachers  

 
2. The foregoing Articles that remain in effect shall continue to be subject to the 

Grievance provisions of the Master Agreement. All other matters shall not be 
subject to the contractual Grievance provisions and, instead, are subject to 
review exclusively through the Internal Appeals Process set forth below.  

 
3. The Provisions of this Pilot Schools Agreement are not intended to narrow or 

expand the rights of the District or AEA to be less or greater than that 
provided by law, except as specifically set forth in this Article. If there is a 
conflict between a specific provision of this Article and legal requirements, all 
other non-conflicting sections of this Article shall remain in full force and 
effect.  

 
E. Work Year, Workday  
 

1. The matters set forth in the section “Working Conditions in Pilot Schools” above  
shall be reduced to writing in an "Election to Work Agreement" that shall be 
provided to each Pilot School employee at the inception of his/her employment at 
the Pilot School and no later than March 2 annually thereafter. All employees are 
required to sign this document as a condition of working or continuing to work at 
the Pilot School and once signed, these documents must be submitted to Human 
Resources.  This document shall also include the following information:  
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a. The length of the instructional day, school day and workday.  
b. The length of the instructional year and work year and school calendars.  
c. The amount of time an employee is required to render service beyond the 

instructional/school/work year or day set forth in the Master Agreement.  
d. Any additional required duty time, such as during summers, school breaks, 

etc.  
e. Any additional teacher evaluation measure that enhances the effectiveness of 

the Pilot School  
f. The Internal Appeals Process as outlined in Section J, item 7, or the alternate 

agreed upon Internal Appeal Process. 
 

Each school must have a Governing Board. The Governing Board creates its 
own governance structure using shared decision-making. The Governing Board 
shall establish a process for determining the length of the unit member work 
year, the length of the instructional and duty day, the school calendar, the 
amount of professional development to be provided in and outside of school, and 
summer work.  
 

2. Notwithstanding the provisions of this section, Pilot Schools shall, at a minimum 
provide at least the number of student instructional hours and the amount of 
instructional minutes as other District schools at the same level.  

 
3. Bargaining unit employees at Pilot Schools shall have, at a minimum, employee 

contract hours which are equal to the minimum number of yearly duty contract 
hours required by the Master Agreement [1,496 hours for continuing teachers 
and 1,520 for new teachers]. 

  
4. The parties agree that the Election to Work Agreement (including length of work 

year, length of work day, professional development time in and out of school, 
summer work), shall be created by a process designated by the Governing Board 
and shall be given to affected staff no later than February 15 of the current 
school year. (This deadline is waived the year before the pilot school opens). All 
AEA bargaining unit staff members who work 50% or more of their assignment at 
the site shall have the right to vote. The Annual Election-to-Work Agreement 
must be approved by a 66 2/3% secret ballot vote of all AEA Bargaining Unit staff 
at that site. If it is not approved, it shall be sent back to the Governing Board for 
possible revision. This election is to be run by the AEA Association 
Representative. If the Election to Work Agreement for an upcoming school year 
has not been approved by March 2 the previous year's Election to Work 
Agreement shall remain in place.  

 
5. All licensed staff members who work 50% or more of their assignment at the site 

shall have the right to vote on the decision to convert. The conversion vote must 
be approved by a 66 2/3% secret ballot vote.  

 
F. Governance of Pilot Schools  
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Each Pilot School shall be governed by a Governing Board, consisting of a minimum of 
10 members, the composition of which shall be as follows.  Preferably, the governing 
board will have a minimum of 10 members, representing the followings stakeholder 
groups.  Pilot Schools will make efforts to assemble these representatives as a 
Governing Board.  The District and the Association will be requested to assist in 
achieving the composition of the Governing Board as stated. Substitutes may be 
permissible if efforts fail in this intervention. 
 

 The principal 
 Four teachers who are AEA members, elected by all members of the site’s 

bargaining unit; one of the AEA teacher representatives will be the building 
association representative; to be eligible for service, teachers must be AEA 
members at the time of the election and must maintain membership during their 
term of service.  

 At least one classified representative chosen by his/her peers.  
 A minimum of three parents selected by parents, and,  
 At least one non-parent community members selected by the Governing Board. 
 If the Governing Board grows beyond 10, one-third will be AEA members.  
 
The responsibilities of the Governing Board are as follows: set the school vision, 
approve the annual budget, annually determine the process for revising the election 
to work agreement, certify adherence to a shared decision making process for the 
annual Election-to-Work Agreement and other significant decisions of the school, 
recommend initial selection of the school leader and annually make a 
recommendation to the Superintendent as to retention of the school leader. The 
evaluation of the principal shall be completed as required by Colorado law, 
(including the requirement that the principal be evaluated by a person with a 
principal or administrator license). However, the Governing Board shall collaborate 
with the principal’s supervisor to align goals and have significant input into the 
evaluation.  The Governing Board also is responsible for managing the Internal 
Appeal Process.  
 

G. Establishment of Pilot Schools  
 

1. Establishment of Pilot Schools shall be accomplished through an RFP process.  
a. The RFP process will be developed by APS and AEA and administered by 

the Joint Steering Committee, the composition and operation of which are set 
forth below.  

b. Completed RFPs will be reviewed by the Joint Steering Committee, which 
shall thereafter determine which proposals are recommended to the Board of 
Education for approval. A 66 2/3% affirmative vote is necessary to 
recommend approval to the Board of Education.  

c. No Pilot School shall be established without the approval of the Steering 
Committee and the APS School Board as set forth herein.  
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2. Modification of RFP: Any substantive modification to the terms and conditions of 
the approved RFP shall be valid only if approved through the process set forth in 
section 1, B and C above. 

  
H. Pilot Schools Joint Steering Committee  
 

This Committee is charged with reviewing and recommending approval to the Board 
of Education of all initial RFPs to establish Pilot Schools, and all proposals to later 
modify initial RFPs. 
 
The Committee shall be comprised of representatives from the following 

organizations:  
• The AEA President (or designee).  
• The UniServ Director (or designee).  
• The Superintendent (or designee).  
• A district-level representative from the Division of Equity and Learning.  
• Three teachers selected by the AEA.  
• Three administrators selected by the School Executives of Aurora.  
• A parent chosen by the District Accountability Advisory Committee and  
• One classified representative selected by the Classified Employee Council.  

 
I. Funding of Pilot Schools   
  

Pilot Schools shall be funded through a lump sum per-pupil budget, as well as 
central and local discretionary services.  

 
J. Internal Appeals Process  
 

1. The Governing Board of each Pilot School shall develop an Internal Appeals 
Process ("IAP") which may be utilized by bargaining unit members at Pilot 
Schools to address concerns which are capable of being addressed under the 
terms of the IAP. 

 
2. A complaint under the IAP is limited to allegations that the written terms and 

conditions governing the Pilot School as specifically set forth in the RFP and/or 
written decisions of the local Governing Board have been violated or misapplied.  

 
3. Each Pilot School's IAP must be submitted to the Steering Committee for 

approval.  
 
4. If a Pilot School cannot agree on an IAP, the process set forth in section 7 below 

shall be deemed to be the IAP at that School. Such IAP shall also apply if the 
Steering Committee rejects a locally developed IAP and the Pilot School does 
not agree to a revised procedure, or if the Steering Committee rejects a revised 
procedure.  
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5. Every Pilot School employee shall receive a written copy of the IAP. 
 
6. Every locally developed IAP shall provide that if a complaint cannot be 

satisfactorily resolved at the Pilot School level, a final decision will be made 
jointly by the Superintendent of Schools/designee and the President of 
AEA/designee. 

 
7. This IAP shall be used at Pilot Schools only under the circumstances stated in 

section 4 above. A "complaint" for purposes of this IAP is defined as set forth in 
section 2 above. A "day", for purposes of the timelines of this IAP is defined as 
any day of the calendar year except Saturdays, Sundays, legal or school 
holidays. The time limits of this IAP are intentionally expedited to achieve early 
resolution, and are expected to be adhered to by all parties. Time limits may be 
extended or waived, but only by mutual written agreement.  

 
The Steps of this IAP are as follows:  
a. Informal Meeting Between the Grievant and School Leader: Within five (5) 

days after the aggrieved employee became aware (or should have become 
aware) of the occurrence of the event(s) upon which the grievance complaint 
is based, the aggrieved employee must request an informal meeting with the 
school leader (and the department chair if the matter involves the department 
chair), to discuss the matter and attempt in good faith to resolve it. That 
meeting shall be conducted within five (5) days of the request  

 
b. Second Meeting, with Association Representative Included: If the dispute has 

not been resolved within five (5) days of the above-described Informal 
Meeting, the employee shall have up to an additional five (5) days in which to 
request a second meeting, this one to include the persons from the Informal 
Meeting, and also the Association Representative for the site, and may also 
include a designee of the school leader. The purpose of this meeting is for the 
school leader and the Association Representative to attempt in good faith to 
resolve the dispute. This meeting shall be conducted within five (5) days of 
the request. If the matter is not resolved within five (5) days of the Second 
Meeting, then this step is deemed completed. Provided, however that if the 
Association Representative may be personally affected by the outcome, and 
there is no designated co-representative, the matter shall automatically 
proceed to the next step.  

 
8. Third Meeting: Governing Board: If the dispute has not been resolved within five 

(5) days of the above-described Second Meeting, the employee shall have up to 
an additional five (5) days in which to request a meeting with the Governing 
Board. This meeting shall be conducted within five (5) days of the request. If the 
dispute has not been resolved within five (5) days of this meeting, the employee 
may submit the claim to the Superintendent and AEA President as outlined in 
section 6 above. 
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K. Evidence of Improved Student Achievement  
 

Each Pilot School has three years to meet or exceed the academic achievement of 
schools within the district with similar student demographics, as identified by their 
“like-school” group. The School Quality Review will take place in the fall following 
three full years of operation as a Pilot School as outlined in the Pilot Schools 
Manual. Pilot Schools can receive extensions of achievement timelines upon 
recommendation from the Joint Steering Committee and approval by the Board of 
Education. 
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ELECTION-TO-WORK AGREEMENT (ETWA) TEMPLATE  
SAMPLE 
 
 

ANNUAL ELECTION-TO-WORK AGREEMENT 
Insert School year 

 
NAME OF SCHOOL_______________________________________________ 

 
NAME OF EMPLOYEE (Please print) __________________________________ 
 
EMPLOYEE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER _______________________________ 
 
When hired, and annually thereafter, each Pilot School licensed staff person is required 
to sign an Annual Election-to-Work Agreement.  This agreement must include the areas 
included in the following template.  Since teachers elect or choose to teach at a Pilot 
School and certain work rules are determined by the Pilot School rather than the Master 
Agreement, it is essential that each school clearly outline the working conditions, terms 
and expectations for employment.  The Master Agreement is in effect except for those 
areas specifically stipulated in Article 44 of the Master Agreement.   
 
The teacher vote on the Annual Election- to-Work Agreement will be by secret ballot 
and conducted by the AEA Building Representative.  The vote must take place between 
February 1 and March 1 each year.  
 
 
SCHOOL NAME:    
SCHOOL YEAR CONTRACT IS IN EFFECT:   Insert school year 

(1) Introduction 
 
I understand that teachers of the Pilot School continue to be members of the 
bargaining unit under the Master Agreement between AEA and APS, and retain all 
rights as specified in Article 44 (attached).  
 
I, FIRST AND LAST NAME, am voluntarily electing to work at NAME OF SCHOOL.  
I am signing this Annual Election-to-Work Agreement to indicate I understand and 
agree to the following terms and conditions of my employment.  I further understand 
that my assignment at the Pilot School is on a yearly basis, subject to my re-
assignment at the Pilot School. 
 
 NAME OF SCHOOL operates under the Pilot Schools guidelines described in the 
AEA-APS Master Agreement, Article 44 and the Pilot School Manual (updated 
annually).  Teachers of Pilot Schools are to receive wages and all benefits as they 
would at any other Aurora Public School, as specified in as specified in Article 11 
and Articles 24-33.  Other terms and conditions of employment will be determined by 
NAME OF PILOT SCHOOL and the NAME OF SCHOOL’S Governing Board, rather 
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than by the APS-AEA Master Agreement.  While not attempting to be exhaustive, 
this election states the more important terms and conditions.  These terms and 
conditions will be reviewed annually and may be subject to change as determined by 
the Governing Board. 

 
(2) Salary, benefits, seniority, and membership in the Aurora Education 

Association 
I will continue to accrue seniority as I would if I were working elsewhere in Aurora 
Public Schools.  If I am hired as a teacher, I will receive the salary and benefits as 
specified in Article 11 and Articles 24-33.  Teachers at NAME OF SCHOOL have the 
right to fully participate in the functions of the Aurora Education Association, retain 
the same right to representation as any member of the bargaining unit, and also 
retain the same opportunity as any other teacher in APS to join the Aurora Education 
Association. 
 
(3) Terms of employment 
 

Outline work day and work year (work year is inclusive of all duties that occur 
prior to students’ school day and year, during the school day and year and 
following the students’ school day and year): 
: 

 (3) Terms of employment  
 
• Work Day and Work Year: 

  (Attach school schedule and calendar) 
 
  

(4) Responsibilities  
 

• Outline of job responsibilities: 
 

 
(4) Performance Evaluation 
      

The principal will evaluate staff using the district-approved process for regular or 
alternative evaluations.   
 

(5) Dispute resolution 
 

The school’s dispute resolution process will follow the process outlined below 
from the Master Agreement, Article 44: 
 
Internal Appeals Process 
 
  

 Every Pilot School employee shall receive a written copy of the IAP. 
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 A complaint under the IAP is limited to allegations that the written terms 
and conditions governing the Pilot School as specifically set forth in the 
RFP and/or written decisions of the local Governing Board have been 
violated or misapplied. 

 This IAP shall be used at Pilot Schools only under the circumstances 
stated in section above. A "complaint" for purposes of this IAP is defined 
as set forth above. A "day", for purposes of the timelines of this IAP is 
defined as any day of the calendar year except Saturdays, Sundays, legal 
or school holidays. The time limits of this IAP are intentionally expedited to 
achieve early resolution, and are expected to be adhered to by all parties. 
Time limits may be extended or waived, but only by mutual written 
agreement. 

  
 

The Steps of this IAP are as follows: 
 

1. Informal Meeting Between the Grievant and School Leader: Within 
five (5) days after the aggrieved employee became aware (or 
should have become aware) of the occurrence of the event(s) upon 
which the grievance complaint is based, the aggrieved employee 
must request an informal meeting with the school leader (and the 
department chair if the matter involves the department chair), to 
discuss the matter and attempt in good faith to resolve it. That 
meeting shall be conducted within five (5) days of the request 

 
2. Second Meeting, With Association Representative Included: If the 

dispute has not been resolved within five (5) days of the above-
described Informal Meeting, the employee shall have up to an 
additional five (5) days in which to request a second meeting, this 
one to include the persons from the Informal Meeting, and also the 
Association Representative for the site, and may also include a 
designee of the school leader. The purpose of this meeting is for 
the school leader and the Association Representative to attempt in 
good faith to resolve the dispute. This meeting shall be conducted 
within five (5) days of the request. If the matter is not resolved 
within five (5) days of the Second Meeting, then this step is deemed 
completed. Provided, however that if the Association 
Representative may be personally affected by the outcome, and 
there is no designated co-representative, the matter shall 
automatically proceed to the next step. 

 
3. Third Meeting: Governing Board: If the dispute has not been 

resolved within five (5) days of the above-described Second 
Meeting, the employee shall have up to an additional five (5) days 
in which to request a meeting with the Governing Board. This 
meeting shall be conducted within five (5) days of the request.  If 
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the dispute has not been resolved within five (5) days of this 
meeting, the employee may submit the claim to the Superintendent 
and AEA President as outlined in above. 

 
 

 
(6) Transfers 
 
  The following language must be included: 
 

If a position at NAME OF Pilot School is converted or eliminated, if the teacher is 
involuntarily transferred or if a teacher chooses to transfer from the Pilot School, 
the process outlined in Article 44 will be followed.   

 
(7) Termination 
 

I understand that I will be subject to termination from Aurora Public Schools in 
accordance with existing law and Articles 35 and 37. 
 

(8) Signatures 
 

By signing this document, I acknowledge that I have read all the provisions of this 
Annual Election-to-Work Agreement and that I agree to all its terms. 
 
_______________________________               
Employee Signature      Date 
 
_______________________________           
Principal Signature       Date 

 
 
 
Please send a copy of the completed document to the Chief of Personnel in 
Human Resources 
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Application Checklist 
 
Use this checklist to ensure that your Pilot School’s application is complete and 
submitted with all required documents: 
 
 

Application Organization Included 
Not 

Included 

Overview of the Pilot Schools   

Design Team Profile and Planning Process   

School’s Vision   

Key Characteristics   

Pilot School Governance Structure   

Budget   

Curriculum and Instruction   

Student Assessment   

Leadership and Staff Selection   

Annual Election-to-Work Agreement   

Professional Learning and Support   

Student Support   

Family and Community Engagement   

Safe and Secure Campus   
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